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(ABSTRACT)

ä lJ
A major portion of digital system malfunctlons are due to the presence of temporary

faults which are either lntermittent or transient. An intermittent fault manifests itself

at regular intervals, while a transient fault causes a temporary change in the state of

the system without damaging any of the components. Transient faults are difficult to

detect and lsolate and hence become a source of major concern, especially in critical

real time applications.

Since satellite systems are particularly susceptible to transient faults induced by the

radiation environment, a satellite communications protocol model has been devel-

oped for experimental research purposes. The model implements the

MlL·STD·1553B protocol, which dictates the modes of communication between se-

veral satellite systems. The model has been developed employing the structural and

behavloral capabilities of the HILO simulation system. ‘ U

SEUs are injected into the protocol model and the effectson the program flow are

investigated. A two tier detection scheme employing the concept of Signature Anal-

ysis is developed. Performance evaluation of the detection mechanisms is carried

out and the results are presented.
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Chapter I

Introduction

The decrease in the cost and increase in the functional capabilities of microprocess-

ors has made them very attractive for use in a wide variety of control applications.

Depending upon their application, these microprocessor based control systems have

high to ultra high reliability requirements. ln this work, we are particularly interested

in satellite based microprocessor control systems. The required degree of reliability

in space applications is very high and the satellites must continue to operate cor-

rectly in the presence of faults [1,2].

Faults affecting digital systems can be broadly classified as being either permanent,

intermittent, or transient [11,16]. Permanent or hard faults are continuous and stable

faults caused by failures in hardware. The occurrence of these faults can be mini-

mized by taking proper precautions in design, manufacture and the testing of the

system. Intermittent faults are recurring faults and occur due to loose connections,

partially defective components or poor design. Transient faults or soft errors are
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random, non recurring faults that do not damage any of the components. They are

caused by power supplytransients, electromagnetic interference and by cosmic ra-

diation. lt is believed that translent and intermittent faults comprise nearly 90% of

all faults. Microprocessor based space borne systems are particularly susceptible to

translent faults due to their radiation environment. A single high energy particle can

strike a circuit node, causing the output of the node to change state if sufficient

charge is deposited. When this happens, a Single Event Upset (SEU) is said to have

occurred. lf this change of state is latched and propagated through the circuit, it

could lead to system failure. The frequency of SEUs occurring depend upon the

spatial position of the satellite, but typical values range from 1 SEU/day to 1 SEU/hour

[4].
~ u

SEUs can cause errors in data registers, or in control registers, in which case control

flow deviations may result as shown in Figure 1. Techniques for data error detection

are already well established and mainly employ the use of redundancy e.g. Hamming

codes, BCH codes, etc [3]. ln space applications, data errors are generally not crit-

ical, as most calculations involve an averaging of values, thus minimizing the error.

On the other hand, SEUs striking control registers can cause a loss of program con-

trol, which if undetected and hence uncorrected, could lead to system failure. In a

recent experiment done here, it was found that nearly 30% of all inserted SEUs

caused control flow errors [5]. The focus of this study is on SEU induced control flow

deviations and development of suitable upset detection mechanisms. Any detection

technique employed should have minimal power and space requirements, as these

factors are critical in space borne systems.

lntroductlon
·
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Fault detection in microprocessors can be broadly divided into three categories : self

diagnosis, redundancy and external detection [3,20].

•
Self diagnosis : ln this technique, the microprocessor checks itself at regular in-

tervals using diagnostic software. The different functional blocks of the micro-

processor are checked by dedicated diagnostic programs. Generally, some

Interrupt logic prompts the microprocessor into the self diagnosis mode. A

shortcoming of this method is that the processor has to be running a diagnostic

program to catch an error,thus making it unsuitable for transient upset detection.
•

Redundancy : The effects of faults can be masked by performing majority voting.

The redundancy can be either temporal (repeated executions), or physical (repli-

cated hardware or software). This technique is very effective for detecting tran-

sient upsets, but is not feasible for space applications due to the constraints on

power and weight.
•

External hardware : In this scheme, external hardware that monitors the data,

address and control lines of the processor is introduced. This monitoring hard-

ware then flags any abnormal signal patterns observed. Besides possessing low

design complexity, this mechanism operates in real time, making it suitable for

SEU detection.

ln this work, a microprocessor based control system for a satellite is described. The ~

system employs the MIL-STD-1553B protocol, which is a local area network protocol

that uses a time division multiplexed serial data bus [18]. A simulation model of the

system has been created using GenRad's HlLO·3 simulator. HILO-3 supports both

behavloral and structural modeling languages and our model makes use of both of

· them [19]. A two tier detection scheme employing the concept of Path Signature
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Ana/ysis is used to detect control flow deviations. The system model serves as a

testbed for our experiments. SEUs that cause control flow deviations are inserted in

the model and the efficacy of the detection mechanisms is evaluated.

1.1 Literature Review i

Cosmic ray induced Single Event Upsets are a serious problem facing the space in-

dustry. As VLSI technology advances and cell size decreases, the susceptibility ul

chips to SEUs increases. Changing or shielding the environment are two possible

solutions proposed by Rasmussen [4]. Another approach suggests employing design

technologies (e.g. CMOS) that are known to possess a higher resistance to SEUs.

However, imparting upset tolerant capabilities to computer systems seems to be the

most viable solution to the problem. ·

Schmid et al [7] presented the approach of abstraction verification to detect computer

upsets due to permanent/transient faults. Upset exposure mechanisms of average

complexity were developed, each of which monitored the performance of a particular

system feature. Seven exposure mechanisms and the upsets they detected are listed

below : ß ·

1. Invalid program flow : Detects improper sequence of instructions

2. Invalid opcode address : Detects instruction fetch from non instruction ad-
dress

3. Unused Memory : Detects attempt to access existing, but unused memory

4. Invalid read address : Detects data access from instruction area

5. Invalid opcode : Detects attempt to decode non instruction

Introduction 5



6. lnvalid write address : Detects attempt to write in unalterable area

7. Non existent memory : Detects attempt to access non existent memory lo-
cations

A total of 73% of the faults injected were detected by at least one of these mech-

anisms; The invalid program flow mechanism provided the best performance in

terms of upset exposure (63%) and in detection latency (8 usec), followed by the in-

valid opcode address mechanism. While most upsets caused by address line faults

were detected, data oriented faults yielded a low coverage.

Li used the above mechanisms and developed external hardware detectors for

catching SEU induced illegal operations and control flow deviations [5]. sau; were

injected into the functional model of a mlcroprocessor and the efficiency of the de-

tectors was determined. lt was found that nearly 30% of all injected faults caused

control flow deviations. Although the mechanisms had low power and weight re-

quirements, a disadvantage was that the detectors had to be operating correctly at

all times.
D

Oak suggested a software approach for the detection of control flow deviations [6].

Self checking abilities were imparted to the application software by inserting block

checking structures in it. Further reliability was obtained by the addition of hardware

watchdog timers that detected potentially infinite loops. An advantage of these

techniques was that they did not require extensive time or storage overhead. Com-

puter simulations of these techniques on two microprocessors were done to verify

the techniques.

Daniels suggested a concurrent test technique for standard microprocessors [10].

Here, an external "Control State Checker" verified the control signals of the micro-
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processor for each instruction. For a given instruction, the observed control signals

were fed into a Parallel Linear Feedback Shift Register that produced an associated

signature. This signature was compared with the known good signature of that in-

structlon and a GO/NOGO signal was given. This technique was verified for the 8085

processor. An advantage of this technique was that it did not require any software

overhead, nor did it require any extra software preparation.

Namjoo used the concept of Path Signature Analysis for on line detection of control

flow errors [8]. Here the information about the program paths and the signatures was

moved into the environment of the Watchdog Processor (WP). The WP essentially

predicted the execution path of the main program. Every node in the main program

was represented by a WP instruction. The WP stored in its memory, details about the

size, signature and next address of every node in the main program. Cerberus-16,

the WP had a small instruction set which was used to execute an image program P'

for a program P running on the main processor. lt also possessed the requisite

hardware for computing and comparing the path signatures. Although this technique

did not introduce any storage or execution overhead, the WP lntroduced a substantial

hardware overhead.

Mahmood et al describe another Watchdog Processor (WP) design for detecting

hardware and software errors [9]. The WP concurrently executesu assertions about

the application program. Assertions are inserted into the application program and

these r assertions are converted into a program that runs on the WP. Control flow

checklng can also be done by the WP, with a little modification. Experimental results

showed that assertionsdetected between 70% and 90% of inserted errors.

Introduction 7 ‘



1.2 Motive for Simulation

Transient faults can be induced in integrated circuits by exposing the chip to a high

energy radiatlon source [21]. In this method however, upsets will be induced in any

random part of the chip and their effects will not be controllable. Our experiments

are limited to upsets that occur in the control registers of the chip, causlng program

flow deviations. By simulation, not only can upsets be caused at desired points, but

selected sections of the hardware can be observed at desired times. Additionally, the

detectors’ design and performance can be verified before proceeding with their ac·

tual implementation.

1.3 Significance of Study

The goal of this research was to develop techniques that would detect transientfaultsin

space borne computer systems. Due to the nature of their application ,lt was de-

sired that these techniques incur little hardware and software overhead. Specifically,

the techniques were designed to detect control flow deviations in application soft-

ware due to SEUs. These control flow deviations could occur due to failures in the

program counter, instruction register, address register, decoding circuitry etc. The

concept of Signature Analysis was used as the underlying technique for designing the

detector mechanisms. Although signature analysis has been previously employed for

detecting control errors, all experiments have been restricted to the assembly lan-

guage level. The techniques presented here have been developed and tested at a
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higher level. Moreover, most of the existing techniques employ a Watchdog

Processor that possesses relatively high design complexity. Besides increasing the

expense, this makes the detector itself more susceptible to upsets. The scheme

presented here does not need a Watchdog Processor and requires relatively low

hardware and software overhead.

A system model that employs the MIL·STD—1553B communications protocol has been

developed in HILO. The protocol model has been derived by using the functional

modellng language capabilities of HILO. This model serves as a testbed for our ex-

periments and it is in this model that the effects of SEUs will be simulated. Perform-

ance evaluation of the detection mechanisms in terms of upset coverage and

detection latency will also be carried out.

1.4 Organization of Thesis

The chapters that follow include discussions on the satellite system model, the pro-

tocol transactions, the upset detection techniques, testing methodology and the ob-

tained results.

Chapter 2 describes the architecture of the satellite system. The different functional

configurations of a BIU and the types of available transactions are also discussed.

Chapter 3 can be partitioned into two sections. The first section provides a brief re-

view of the HlLO simulation system. Techniques for developing circuits at the struc-

tural and behavioral levels are discussed. The second section describes the

Introduction 9



development of the satellite system model in HILO. Details about the modeling of the

logical link layer, the medium access control layer and the physical layer of the

communications protocol are provided.

Chapter 4 discusses the usage of Signature Analysis as an upset detection mech-

anism. A brief background of Signature Analysis, as well as its application here are

presented. The changes made to the application code to facilitate the detection

techniques are described. The development and operation of the two tier detection

scheme is also provided.

Chapter 5 describes the testing techniques and the simulation results obtained. Val-

ldation of the system model is carried out and the fault free signatures are obtained.

The modifications made to the protocol code to simulate the effects of SEUs are de-

scribed. Performance evaluation of the detection techniques in terms of upset cov-

erage and detection latency is carried out and the results presented.

Chapter 6 provides a summary of the upset detection mechanisms and the results

obtained. Suggestions regarding the direction of future research are also made.

Appendix A contains the HILO models of a BIU that is modified to enable the testing

of the upset detection mechanisms.
l
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. Chapter II

System Architecture

· The satellite system consists of a number of modules (called subsystems) which are

linked together by a serial bus as shown in Figure 2. The system implements the

MIL-STD·1553B protocol, which establishes requirements for digital

command/response, time division multiplexed techniques on aircraft. This standard

encompasses the data bus, its interface electronics and defines the modes of infor-

mation transfer between the subsystems.

As mentioned, the system consists of a number of subsystems that are linked to-

gether by atserial bus. A typical subsystem consists of processors, memories and

l/O systems as shown in Figure 3. The subsystem interfaces with the data bus via its

Bus Interface Unit (BIU), which may exist as a Line Replaceable Unit (LRU) or as an

embedded structure. The BIU may operate in any one of three functional modes: the

Bus Controller (BC) mode, the Remote Terminal (RT) mode or the Bus' Monitor (BM)

mode. The BC lnitiates all information transfers on the bus and is in charge. The RT

System Architecture 11
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is incapable of initiatlng any transactions by itself and merely acts as a recipient of

the BC's commands. Although a BIU can _be configured in any mode, there can be

only one BC at a time. Bus mastership can be changed dynamically by means of an

algorithm that ls similar to the token passing protocol. A BM essentially monitors the

bus and extracts selected information from it, to be used at a later time. lt acts as a

passive listener to the specified traffic that it is assigned to record. The BM also

provides a backup bus controller function as it has sufficient information to assume

bus mastership in case of a switchover or bus controller failure.

2.1 MlL·STD·1553B Protocol

The MlL·STD·1553B protocol establishes requirements for information transfer for-

mats and electrical interface characteristics. There are ten allowable formats and

- , normal operation as well as error detection and recovery procedures must be carried

out within these formats. The message formats are composed of words, response

time gaps and intermessage time gaps. There are three types of words: command

words, data words and status words. Each word contains a sync bit (three bit times),

information bits (sixteen bits) and a parity bit, making it twenty bit times in length.

Command I status words and data words are differentiated by the sync pattern that

precedes them. The sync waveform is positive for the first one and a half bit times

and negative for the next one and a half bit times. This is true for the Command and

Status words. For data words the sync pattern is reversed, i.e. it consists of a nega-

tive pulse followed by a positive pulse. The role of each of the three allowable word

formats is as follows:
I

Syst•m Archlt•ctur• 13
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•
Command word : lt is the first word in any transaction and is always transmitted

by the BC. lt contains information as to the type of transaction that is required.
•

Data word : This word is always transmitted along with a Command word, a

Status word or with other data words.

•
Status word : This word is the first word transmitted by a RT and contains in-

formation about the status of the RT.

The message formats can be broadly divided into two groups; those that are re-

sponsible for data transfer between subsystems and those that lmplement the control

functions of the system. The former can be termed as data transfer formats and the

Iatter as mode command formats. ln any data transfer a maximum of thirty two datal

words can be transferred with the most significant bit of a word being transmitted

first. Mode Commands are used to provide 'housekeeping" functions, i.e. they assist

in managing the information flow as well as providing communication with the bus

hardware. Mode Commands also aid in the task of error detection. Although there

can be a maximum of thirty·two mode commands, only fifteen of these have been

defined, the rest are reserved for future use. Of the fifteen that have been defined,

we used only eleven of them as the remaining four deal with redundant buses and

we employ a single serial bus. The protocol allows the use of more than one data

bus between the subsystems, although only one bus can be active at a time. This

provides multiple data paths, thereby increasing the probability of message arrival.

System Archlt•ctur• 15



2.1.1 Data Bus Characteristics

A short discussion on the main characteristics of the data bus as selected by the

Department of Defense follows.

•
Modulation and Control Technlques Baseband modulation was selected over

carrier modulation techniques (ASK,FSK,PSK), as it was more advantageous.

The bus access control scheme chosen was a blend of both centralized and dis-

tributed control. The central (command/response) scheme allows a central con-

troller (BC) to access any of the other units (RTs) by means of an unique

identifying number. The distributed aspect of this scheme is reflected by the dy- _

namic bus control provision, wherein bus control can be passed from any other

potential bus controller.
•

Channellng Methods Of the various methods of interconnection and modes of

transfer between subsystems, a single cable using half duplex transmission was

chosen. Additionally, a data rate of 1 Mbps was selected. This transmission rate

combined with the channeling method selected, supported many desirable qual-

ities such as economy of bandwidth, hardware and flexibility in the programming

of the central controller.
•

Slgnalllng methods and Signal detection techniques Keyfactors involving the

choice of a suitable signalling method were the ability to perform efficiently in the

presence of noise as well as suitability to specific applications. The biphase level

method which consists of a self clocking waveform and is compatible with trans-

former coupling was chosen. Transformer coupling between the bus and the

subsystems is primarily employed as it provides total isolation, high common

System Architecture e 16



mode rejection and dc component rejection. ln the biphase level method, there

ls a level transition in the middle of the bit period. This mid transition serves as

a synchronlzing clock as well as data. A high to low transition represents a one

and a low to high transition represents azero.•

Transmission medla Twisted shielded wire pair was selected as the transmission

cable for the data bus system.

2.1.2 Word fonnats

A brief description of the MlL·STD·1553B word formats is given below. A represen-

tation of the 1553B word formats is shown in Figure 4.

2.1.2.1 Command word

The command word consists of a sync waveform, the remote terminal address, a T/R

bit, the subaddress/mode field, the data word count/mode field and a parity bit. A

brief description of each field is given below.

Sync : The sync waveform for a command word is a biphase level Manchester

waveform. The width of the waveform is three bit times and is positive for the first

one and one·half bit times and negative for the followingone and one·half bit times.

Remote Terminal address : The five bits following the sync bits represent a RT ad-

dress. Each RT is assigned an unique address. However, address decimal 31 (Bin

11111) is reserved and serves as a common address if the broadcast option is used.

In this case, the same message can be transmitted to multiple RTs simultaneously.

System Architecture 17
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T/R blt: This bit indicates the action required of the RT. This bit shall be a logic 0

if the RT has to receive data words and shall be a logic 1 if the RT has to transmit

data.

Subaddresslmode fleld : The contents of this field indicate a RT subaddress or the

usage of the mode control commands. Mode control usage is indicated if the field

contents are bin 00000 or bin 11111, the next five bits of the command word identify

the mode command. ln all other cases the field contents represent a RT subaddress.

This subaddress acts as a pointer to the memory locations where RT data can beU

stored or retrieved. .

Data word countlmode code: This five bit field gives the binary representation of the

number of data words to be transferred or the mode command to be executed. A

maximum of thirty-two data words can be transferred, with all 0's representing

thirty-two words. lf the subaddress/mode field bits are all
0’s

or all
1’s,

the contents

of the field are presumed to represent a mode code. An explanation of the different

mode codes is given in a later section.

Parlty : This is the last bit in the transmitted word and is provided to detect bit errors

during transmission. lt provides an odd parity to the preceding sixteen information

bits.

2.1.2.2 Status word

The representation of the status word format is shown in Figure 4. An explanation

of the various internal fields follows.
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Sync : The sync waveform is of an invalid Manchester type. The width of the sync

waveform is three bit times and ispositive for the first one and one-half bit times and

negative for the following one and one-half bit times.

Remote terminal address : This five bit field holds the identification number of the

RT that is transmitting the status word. As mentioned earlier, no RT hasldecimal 31
as its identification number, as this number ls reserved for broadcast commands.

Message error bit : Thls bit ls set to a logic 1 if the RT detects an error in the com-

mand or data word(s) of the current message. An error is indicated if any one of the _

following conditions are not met.

•
Valld word : A word should have the proper sync waveform, Manchester ll en-

coded bits, sixteen data bits plus a parity bit and should have odd parity.
•

Valld address : The address field should indicate the RT's unique address or a

broadcast address (bin 11111).

•
Contlgulty : There should be no interword gaps between all the words trans-

mitted by a BIU.
•

Legal command : The command received by a RT should be legal.

lf all the above conditions are met, the message error bit is set to a logic O and the

. status word is then transmitted (if the previous message was not a broadcast mes- .

sage). On the other hand, if an error is indicated, the message error bit is set to a

logic .1 and the transmission of the status word is suppressed.

lnstrumentatlon bit : This bit is optionally used and is always set to a logic O. When

_ used, it differentiates between a command word and a status word. By setting this

bit to a logic 0 in the status word and the same bit position in the command word to

Syetem Architecture
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a logic 1, the command and status words are identifiable. lf used, this approach re-

duces the number of subaddresses to fifteen.

Servlce request bit : lf a RT requires some service from the BC, it sets this bit to a

logic 1. The BC in turn, executes some predetermined action, or uses a mode code

(Transmit vector word) to ascertain the type of service required. The use of this bit

is optional.

Reserved bits : Bits · to · are reserved for future use and are always set to a logic

0.

Broadcast command received bit : This bit is set to a logic 1 if the preceding valid

command was a broadcast command (i.e. the command word had a decimal address

of thirty-one), otherwise it is set to a logic 0. This bit will be reset on the receipt of

the next valid command word, unless the new command is either a Transmit last

command or a Transmit last status.

Busy bit: This bit is set to a logic 1 if the concerned RT is busy and cannot transmit

or receive data. ln this case, the RT shall set its busy bit to a logic 1 and transmit

only its status word (except for a broadcast command). If a broadcast command ls

received, the RT shall merely set the busy and broadcast command received bits to

a logic 1 and suppress the transmission of the status word. The use of this bit is

optional. '

Subsystem flag blt : This bit is set to a logic 1 if there exists a fault in the associated

subsystem. When set, this bit alerts the bus controller to the subsystem's condition

and indicates that there may be a corruption in the data being sent by the subsystem.

The use of this bit is optional.

Dynamic bus control acceptance bit : This bit ls utilized to indicate if a RT is willing

to become the next bus controller. The active bus controller issues a dynamic bus

transfer mode command and the potential bus controller sets this bit to a logic 1 if
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it accepts the offer. The RT then transmits the status word. The use of this bit is

opüonaL ~

Terminal flag bit : This bit is set to a logic 1 if there is a fault in the terminal. When

set, this bit alerts the bus controller to the terminaI's condition and indicates that

there may be a corruption in the data being sent by that terminal.

Parlty bit : This is the last bit in the transmitted word and is provided to detect bit

errors during transmission. It gives an odd parity to the preceding sixteen informa-

tion bits.

The status word shall be reset (except the address field) on the receipt of a new valid

command word. This ls true for all commands except two mode commands Transmit

status word and Transmit last command. This is done to aid in the error detection

and handling procedures initiated by the bus controller.

2.1.2.3 Data word

The word format for the data word is represented in Figure 4. An explanation of the

'various fields is given below.

Sync: The sync waveform is an invalid Manchester waveform. The width of the sync

waveform is three bit times, with the waveform being positive for the first one and

one·half bit times and negative for the next one and one·half bit times.

Data bits : Bits 4 to 19 represent the actual information bits.

Parlty bit : This is the last bit in the transmitted word and is used to detect bit errors

during transmission. lt provides an odd parity over the preceding sixteen information

bits.
V
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2.1.3 Message formats

As mentioned earlier, there are two types of messages: data messages and control

messages. The former cause data to be transferred between subsystems and the

Iatter are the mode commands that are responsible for information management of

the system.

2.1.3.1 Data messages

Broadly speaking, there are three types of data messages:

•
BC to RT data transfer : The BC sends out a receive command word to the de-

sired RT, followed by the specified number of data words. The command and

data words are transmitted contiguously. If there is no error in the received

words, the RT transmits its status word within the specified time period, which is

then validated by the BC. The BC can issue a receive command in the broadcast

mode, in which case all RTs will accept the transmitted data words. However, the

transmission of the status word shall be suppressed.
•

RT to BC data transfer : The BC issues a transmit command to the desired RT.

The RT validates the command word and sends outits status word followed by

the specified number of data words. The BC validates the words that it receives

and if there is no error present, declares the transaction successful. The status

and data words should be transmitted contiguously by the RT with no interword

gaps. The use of a broadcast command in this type of transaction is prohibited. .
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•
RT to RT data transfer : The BC sends out a receive command to a RT followed

contiguously by a transmit command to another RT. The transmitting RT, after

command word validatlon, sends out its status word followed by the specified

number of data words. The receiving RT takes in the data words and after vali-

dating them sends out its own status word within the specified time period. The

BC, in turn, validates both the status words. Here a broadcast receive command

can be issued by the BC, in which case the receiving RTs will not transmit their

status words. The usage of a broadcast command for the transmitting RT is not

allowed.

There are two time periods associated with the information transfer between sub-

systems.

•
Response time : After the BC stops transmitting, the RT should respond with its

status word (except for broadcast commands) within a specified time period.

This period is defined to last 4 and 12 microseconds and is measured from the

mid bit transition of the last bit of the command word to the mid bit transition of

the next words sync. Failure by an RT to respond within this time period (status

word timeout) will result in the BC signalling an error.

•
Intermessage gaps : The bus controller cannot transmit two contiguous mes-

sages and has to wait a minimum of 4 microseconds between messages. This

period is measured from the mid bit transition of the last bit of the previous

message to the mid bit transition of the next command word sync. .
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2.1.3.2 Control messages
h W

These are constituted of the mode commands which are used for information flow

management, l.e. manage the data bus and communicate with the bus related hard-

ware. As mentioned earlier, if the subaddress/mode field of the command word

consists of all O’s or all 1’s, the contents of the data word count/mode code field in-

dicate a mode command. There are fifteen defined commands, eleven of which we

are concerned with. The remaining four deal with redundant buses and hence are

not included in our discussion. Table 1 shows the mode command that is associated

with each bit pattern of the mode field. Broadly speaking, the mode commands can

be divided into two categories: those that do not have a data word associated with

them (00000 · 01111) and those that have an associated data word (10000 - 11111).

An explanation of the various mode commands follows :

•
Dynamic bus control : With this mode command, the active bus controller offers

bus control to a potential bus controller. If the potential bus controller accedes

to the request, it sends back its status word with the bus control bit (bit 14) set

to a logic 1. This command cannot be transmitted in the broadcast mode.
•

Synchronlze: This mode code informs the RT to synchronize itself (i.e. reset its

internal timer, start a new sequence etc.) with the bus controller. This command

can be transmitted in the broadcast mode.
•

Transmlt status word: This mode code prompts the RT to transmit the statusA
word associated with the last valid command that it received, prior to the current

one. This mode command does not affect the state of the status word. This

l Sy•t•m
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Flssocl ated
Mode Code Function Data Word

E Uyveanlc Bee Control M
NI Synehronlze M
NB Trenenlt Statue Mrd M
NI InItIet• Self Teet M
NIE Transmitter Siutdoun M

' NIBI Overrlde Xnltter Swutdoun M
NIIB Inhtblt Terminal Flag Blt M
EIII Override Inhiblt Termlnal Flag BIt M
GN Reset Renate Terminal M
BIN! Reserved

l
M

R•servedJ/IN

Transmit Vector Hord Yes
NI Synchron I ze Yes
IEI8 Trenenilt Lest üuunuid Yes
IEII Trenemtt BIT Mrd Yes
lßlü Selected Transmitter Snutdoun Yes
IBIBI Overrlde Selected Xmltter Siutdom Yes
ISIN Reserved Yes

IIIII Reserved Yee

Table I. Mode commands
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command is useful for getting the updated information as to the functional status

of the RT. ·
•

lnltlate self test: This mode command causes the RT to start some self checking

tests, the results of which are stored in a built in test (BIT) register. The RT then

transmits its status word to the BC.
•

Transmitter shutdown: This is not discussed as it deals with redundant buses.
•

Overrlde transmitter shutdown: This is not discussed as it deals with redundant

buses.

•
lnhlblt Terminal Flag blt: This mode command prevents the RT from setting the

terminal flag bit in its status word. This command is normally used by the BC

after it has been made aware of the existence of a fault in the RT. Thus, the RT

ls prevented from reporting this failure on each status response, while the BC

initiates error handling procedures. The RT responds to this command by trans-

mitting its status word. This mode command can also be broadcasted.
•

Overrlde lnhlblt Terminal Flag bit: This mode command overrides the inhibit

terminal flag command issued at an earlier stage. After an existing fault in the

RT has been rectified, the BC uses this command, thus enabling the RT to flag

future terminal faults. The RT responds to this command by transmitting its sta-

tus word. This command can also be used in the broadcast mode.

_ •
Reset Remote Terminal: This mode command causes the RT to reset itself to a .

power up initialized state. Generally, this command is issued at system initial-

ization, or during error recovery procedures. The RT transmits its status word in

response to this command. This command can also be broadcasted if desired.
•

Transmit Vector Word: This command is issued to an RT in response to its

service request to the BC. The RT transmits its status word followed by a word
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that contains information as to the type of service desired. The usage of the

broadcast mode in this command is prohibited.

•
Synchronlze wlth Data: This mode command causes a RT to synchronize itself

with the BC. The difference between this command and the other synchronize

t command is that, In this case the BC transmits an additional word that contains

the synchronization information. Synchronization information may be an event

time or a minor cycle number, or a systemwide time base. This mode command

can be issued in the broadcast mode. .
•

Transmlt Last Command: This mode command assists in error handling and

recovery procedures. The RT transmits its status word, followed by a data word

that contains the sixteen information bits of the last valid command word it re-

ceived (excluding the current command). This mode command does not change

the state of the RT’s status word, and prevents the loss of some additional error

data.

•
Transmlt BIT Word: This mode command prompts the RT to transmit the results

of the previous self test. The RT stores the results of its built in test in a BIT

register and on receiving this command, transmits its status word and a data

word. The data word contains the information that exists in the BIT register. The

usage of this command in the broadcast mode is prohibited. _

•
Selected Transmitter Shutdown: This command is not discussed as it pertains L

to the usage of redundant buses.

•
Overrlde Selected Transmitter Shutdown: This command is not discussed as it

pertains to the usage of redundant buses.
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2.2 Choice of BIU

The BIU Is defined as the electronic module that Interfaces the subsystem with the

serial data bus. Depending upon the subsystems application requirements, the BIU

can be configured either as a "simple" BIU, or as an "InteIIIgent" BIU (Figure 5).

The"sImple" BIU has no native Intelligence and consists of hardware that performs

the functions of serial/parallel data conversion, Manchester encoding/decoding and

addition/deletlon of parity and sync bits. This type of BIU Is more sitable for subsys-

tems that do not have high application requirements. Here, the Application Processor

(AP) initiates, monitors and validates the transactions on the bus i.e. it handles the

protocol. On the other hand, the 'inteIIIgent" BIU consists of a Physical Layer Inter-

face (PLI), a dedicated microprocessor controller called as the Protocol Control Unit

(PCU) and a storage buffer. The PLl consists of hardware that performs the same

functions as those carried out by the "simple' BIU. The PCU handles the protocol,

thereby relieving the Application Processor of this task. The AP merely initiates a

transaction and the PCU controls the transfer of words and also validates the status

word (in case BIU is a BC). The PCU signals the AP on completion ofthe transaction.

The buffer serves as an Intermediate medium between the AP and the PCU. The
transfer of words between the main memory and the buffer is carried out by Direct

Memory Access (DMA). This type of configuration is most useful when the AP is very

busy with application tasks and cannot afford to have the additional burden of man-

aging communication requirements. It is also required when the BIU is operating as

a BC as it would then have a heavy communications load.

Systom Archltecturn
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The "intelIigent” BIU configuration has been employed in this work.

2.2.1 Design of the PLI

The Physical Layer Interface consists of hardware that performs the data conversion

functions needed for proper interfacing between the serial bus and the micro-

processor controller. The major components of the PLI are the programmable pe-

ripheral chips (82C55s), shift registers (74C64s, 74C65s) and the Manchester

encoder/decoder chip (HD·15530) as shown in Figure 6. The serial bus follows the

MIL-STD-15538 protocol and consists of a twisted wire pair enclosed by a shield. The

PLI taps on to the serial bus via a transformer coupling which provides dc isolation.

The data is transmitted over the serial bus in Manchester ll biphase format. The

conversion between the NRZ and the Manchester format is carried out by the

HD·15530 chip (a CMOS chip from Harris Semiconductors). CMOS circuitry is almost

exclusively used as it is less susceptible to transient upsets and has the advantage

of low power dissipation. Therefore, sealed enclosures can be utilized in the system,

which is advantageous considering the hostile environment in which the system op-

erates [22].

2.2.1.1 —PLI Operation

The interface between the 16 bit microprocessor bus and the PLI is acheived by two

82C55 chips (Programmable Peripheral Interfaces). The ports on these chips can be

programmed to function in one of three modes. In our model, both ports operate in

Mode I (Strobed Input/Output mode). Here, ports A are programmed to be output
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ports and ports B are required to be input ports. Ports C provide the handshaking

signals between the 82C55s and other PLI circuitry. A pair of eight bit shift registers,

the 74C165s, take parallel data from the 82C55s and convert it to serial form for utili-

zation by the HD-15530. Similarly, the eight bit serial in parallel·out shift registers, the

74C164s, take in serial data from the HD-15530 and convert it to parallel form. A de-

tailed dlagram of the PLl is shown ln in the appendix. The operation of the transmitter

and receiver sections of the system for a word transfer are studied [23].

Transmitter section : When the microprocessor writes a word to port A of the 82C55,T

bit 7 of port C (PC7) goes low. This acts as an Output Butter Full (OBF) signal, alerting

the HD-15530 through Its Encoder Enable (EE) Input. Prior to the transfer of data to

port A, the CPU writes out a word to port C that indicates the status of the following

data word. The Sync Select (SS) line of the HD-15530 goes high to activate a com-

mand sync and ls low to produce a data sync. The Send Data (SD) output of the en-

coder goes high to indicate its readiness to accept data. Then, on every high to low

transition of the Encoder shift Clock, data is clocked in the Serial Data In (SDI) from I

the 74C165s. The encoder converts the NRZ form data to Manchester encoded format

and adds the sync bit as well as the appropriate parity bit to obtain odd parity. Fol-

lowing this, the Send Data line is lowered, which acts as an acknowledgement bit to

the 82C55 (Pin PC6). The 82C55 in turn, raises an interrupt (Pin PC3) indicating to the

CPU its readiness for the next word.

Receiver Section : The decoder section of the HD-15530 continuously monitors the

bus for a valid sync character. When a valid sync is noticed, the CommandIData Sync

(CDS) output indicates the type of sync. This output goes high if it is a command sync

and goes low if it is a data sync. The Take Data (TD) pin goes high and the decoded
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data is available at the Serial Data Out (SDO) pin. This serial data is in NRZ format

and is converted to parallel form by the 74C164s. A high on the Valid Word (VW) pin

lndicates that the received data had an odd parity and is free of any single bit errors.

After the 16 data bits have been transferred to the shift registers, the Strobe (STB)

signal of the 82C55s (Pin PC2) goes low, causing the data to be Ioaded into the port

B of the 82C55. The 82C55 then responds with the Input Buffer Full (IBF) signal from

the C port which resets the STB line. The 82C55s also activate a receive interrupt

(Pin PCO) , to inform the CPU of the presence of received data. The CPU reads port

C of the 82C55s to ascertain the status of the received word (command/data and vn-

Iidity) before reading ports B.
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Chapter lll

Development of System Model

3.1 HILO review

HlLO·3 is a digital circuit simulator that provides facilities for both structural and be-

havioral level simulation, as well as automatic test generation [19]. It is composed

of a circuit modeling language and a waveform modeling language. The former con·

tains the circuit description, which can either be at the structural or behavioral level,

or it can be a mixture of both. The waveform modeling language consists of a list of

interface signals to the circuit and can define the time · value change relationship of

circuit stimuli.

The structural descriptions are comprised of gate primitives such as AND, NAND,

NOT etc., whereas the functional modeling language supports primitives such as
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E
REGISTER, RAM and ROM. These primitives allow complex circuits to be modeled

at a higher level than the gate primitive level.

The order of the declaratlons in a circuit description are as follows :

• Circuit header
•

Structural element declaratlons
•

Wire declaratlons for structural modeling
•

For functlonal modeling, wire, register, RAM and ROM declaratlons.
•

Event statements
•

Test generation declaratlons

•
Terminating period.

— All the above elements need not be present in a circuit description, but this order

should be followed. A short explanation of the relevant above mentioned elements

follows. ·

•
Clrcult Header The general syntax of a circuit header is

<TYPE> <TECHNOLOGY> <delay scale> (< parameter 1>,< parameter 2>,

<parameter 3>,....) <clrcuit name> (<wire 1>,<wlre 2> ....)
E

A circuit can be of three different Types : IC, CCT or PCB, the difference between
E

them being the restrictions on them for calling circuits of various types as sub-

' circuits.The

TECHNOLOGY information sets the default strengths for the primitive ele-

ments used in the circuit. Some of the technologies available are TTL, CMOS,Nmos. etc. l
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The delay scale parameter is used for scaling the time delays of the circuit. It is

possible for subcircuits to have a finer delay unit than the parent circuit. The

default delay scale ls nanoseconds.

When a circuit is used as a subcircuit in a larger circuit, some information can

be passed to and from that subcircuit to the larger circuit. Such information

normally consists of the different delay values of the circuit. This feature enables

the generalization of a circuit, thereby lending itself for varied requirements. The

use of this feature is optional.

The name and the connection list of the input/output wires are compulsory. The

connection list shows the wires that interface the circuit to the environment.

· A typical example of a header would be

CCT TERM(OUT,,A,B,IN)

The double comma indicates that terminal 2 of TERM Is floating.
•

Structural Element Declaratlons : Various structural primitlves are available in

HILO, some of them being AND, NAND, BUF, etc. Each primitive can be utilized

by instantiating it and specifying input/output connections, e.g., AND(1,1)

(O1,l1,l2) creates an AND gate with a rise and fall time of 1 ns each. This gate

has its output connected to wire O1 and inputs connected to wires I1 and I2 re-

spectively.

•
Wlre declaratlons :: Different wire types available in HILO are UNID

(unldirectional wire), TRI (Trlstate wire), INPUT (input wire), SUPPLY (used for

constant values), WIRE (default), WIRED OR and WIRED AND.
•

Functional model prlmltlves : Storage elements like registers and memories are

provided with primitives in the functional modeling language. The dimensions,

as well as the timing delays of these storage elements can be chosen as desired.
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•
U
Event statements : These are an important feature of functional modeling. Events

are identifiable occurrences such as level changes on wires and terminals that

occur at certain times as simulation progresses. They do not themselves hold

values, but are used to trigger and control the tlmings of other actions, like as-

signing values to certain primitives or activating other events. The syntax of an

event statement is :

When < event expression > do < action list >
•

Clrcult termlnator : The description of a circuit can be terminated by a period.

Another feature of the functional language that was used in this work is the ex-

pllcit reset function. The evaluation of an event expression can be reset as if the

event block was not triggered, by using this directive, e.g.,
l

When TR(0 to 1) wait 100 reset ev1 do

reg = 1 ;

Here this block is triggered by TR going high and the occurrence of event ev1

during the wait period causes this block to be reset i.e. reg does not get set to

one.

Stimuli to the circuit can be described by means of the waveform description Ian-

guage. The declarations in the waveform file and their order are as followsz

•
Waveform header

i I

•
Waveform declaration

•
Waveformclauses•

Waveform terminator

Each of these will be described below.
V
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•
Waveform header : The syntax of the header is

Waveform < waveform name >

where waveform name is the name of the waveform file.
•

Waveform declaratlons : The inputs or stimuli, as well as the outputs of the cir-

cuit are described here. Initial values to these wires can also be given.
•

Waveform clauses : The waveform clauses specifies the time-value change re-

lationships of the circuit stimull.
•

Waveform termlnator : The circuit simulation will terminate when the time asso-

ciated with the keyword FINISH is reached. ·

The above discussion suffices to give the novice HILO programmer, a condensed

summary of the language's constructs and their usage in developing circuit

models. A more detailed description can be found in [19].

3.2 Creation of Model

A software model of the syustem was created employing the structural and behav-

ioral modeling languages of the HILO simulator. As previously mentioned, we have

adopted the 'lntelIigent" BIU configuration which consists of the Protocol Control Unit

(PCU), a buffer and the Physical Layer Interface (PLI).

The functions that a local area network embodies can be delegated to three distinct

Iayers ; the Logical Link Layer, the Medium Access Control Layer and the Physical

Layer. The physical layer implements the actual function of data communication, by
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means of a physical medium (twisted wire pair in our model). The medium access

control layer implements the functions of serial/parallel and parallel/serial data con-

version, besides encoding/decodlng the data to/from Manchester ll biphase format.

The logical link layer performs higher level functions that involve protocol manage-

ment. ln this work, the PLI carries out the functions of the medium access control

layer and the physical layer, while the PCU implements the Logical Link Layer.

Our circuit model includes each BIU as a subcircuit. Each BIU model is comprised

of two subcircuits one being the protocol model and the other being the Physical

Layer Interface model. Although the system can be comprised of thirty two subsys-

tems, our model includes only three, as this is sufficient to exercise all communi-

cation modes and all protocol transactions.

3.2.1 1553 Protocol Model Description

A model that implements the 1553 protocol has been created using the behavioral

modeling language of the HILO simulator.

The structure of the subcircuit describing the protocol from a BIU’s point of view is

shown below.

ect TEMP1 ( Interface slgnals )
V

- ‘

WIRE declaratlons ; _

INPUT declaratlons ;

REGISTER declaratlons ;

RAM declaratlons ;

·
A

EVENT blocks.
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ln this case, the interface signals consist of signals which interface to the application

processor as well as those to the physical interface layer. Our model employs the

functlonal primitive RAM to model the buffer which stores the words going in/coming

out to/from the BIU. This RAM can be accessed only through event statements in the

model and has a zero access delay. A separate functional description of a RAM has

not been written for two reasons.

1. the main objective of this simulation model is to model the operation of the pro-

tocol

2. to avoid the addition of unnecessary complexity to the circuit model

Thus the command and data words that are pertinent to the transaction have to be

stored in the RAM prior to simulation.

An array of registers are used in the model, some of which are dummy registers in-
‘ K

cluded solely for simulation purposes. Some code in this model is not strictly a part

of the protocol but is included to initialize some circuits in the simulation model (e.g.,

the programmable peripheral interfaces).

This model consists of two distinct sections of code, only one section being active

at a time. One section models the BIU when it is in the Bus Controller Mode,

whereas the other section describes the BIU in the Remote Terminal Mode. Initially,

the application processor of each BIU indicates to it its operating mode and later on

reconfiguration of the BIU can occur by means of the Dynamic Bus Control transfer

mechanism employed by the protocol.
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All the inputs/outputs and wires/terminals/buses, of the circuit model are declared

ln a corresponding waveform declaration file wherein the circuit stimuli are given.

In our complete circuit model, the input/output, wires/terminals/buses, correspond to

the interface between the application processor and the BIU.

A general description of the Bus Controller and Remote Terminal sections of code

follows (The code is attached in Appendix A).

' A start signal from the application processor activates the communication mode state

of the BIU configured as a Bus Controller. lt is assumed that the command word,

along with the data words to be transferred, is made available by the application CPU

and is present ln the buffer (RAM). The command word is obtained from the RAM and

u

ls decoded. An external signal, RTZRT, indicates to the BC whether an RT to RT

transaction is required. lf so, the BC considers the first two words in the buffer as

command words. Depending upon the type of transaction required, the flow of con-

_ trol is transferred to the corresponding subsection of code. In each type of trans-

action, the BC validates the status word that it receives (except in the case of a

broadcast command) and sets an error flag ERR, if required. Upon completion of the

information transfer, the BIU exits from the communication mode state, indicated by

the signal, ENDCOMM, going high and returns to the application mode state.

A BIU configured as a Remote Terminal constantly monitors the serial bus. When

a word is sensed on the bus, the RT enters its communication mode state. The word

ls received and the RT determines whether it is a command word or a data word. A

command word whose address field contains the address of the RT or the broadcast

address, is decoded by the RT. lf the RT is not busy (indicated by the BUSY signal),
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the flow of control passes over to the subsection of code dealing with that particular

transaction type. The following conditions signal an error.

•
Data I Command words received do not pass validation criteria

•
ln case of a RECEIVE command,the number of words received does not match

the word count specified in the data word count field
•

Timeout waiting for data word(s).

In each of the above cases, the error flag is set and the communication mode state

is exited. A warning flag and the appropriate bits in the status word are set if the in-

put signals SUBFLAG (subsystem faulty) and TFLAG (terminal faulty) are high. This

alerts the BC to the presence of a fault condition in the RT and possible data cor-

ruptlon. On the other hand, if a transaction is completed successfully, then the RT

exits the communication mode state, returning to the application mode state.

We shall broadly outline the four subunits of code, each of which corresponds to a

different type of transaction i.e. BC to RT, RT to BC, RT to RT, and mode control.

3.2.1.1 Bus Controller to Remote Terminal

Once lt ls determined that the type of transaction required is of the BC to RT type, a

register COUNT ls initialized to the number of data words that need to be sent. The

command word is then sent to the 8255s for converting and encoding. The data

words to be transmitted are retreived from successive locations in the RAM and

written to the output ports. ·
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As each data word is sent, the register COUNT ls decremented. After all the data

words have been transmitted, the BC awaits the arrival of the status word, failing

which a timeout error occurs. Note that a status word is not expected if the BC is in _

the broadcast mode (i.e. the RT address field consists of all 1’s).

lf within the timeout period, a word is received from the bus by the B ports of the PPl

(indicated by INTRB), then it is taken in and examined. lf it is a valid status word, then

the ENDCOMM pin goes high lndicating that the flow of control has passed back to the

application program.

3.2.1.2 Remote Terminal to Bus Controller

After initializing a register COUNT to the number of data words expected, the com-

mand word_is written to the PPI chips and an event which flags timeout errors is in-

voked. If the PPl receiver buffer obtains a word within the timeout period and the

word ls a status word then the contents of Port B are written into the STA TUSREG and

examined. lf the status word is found invalid, then the ERR flag is set and control

returns to the application program (ENDCOMM = 1).

lf, on the other hand, it is a valid status word, then the words which follow are re-

ceived and stored in memory locations decoded from the subaddress field. Each time

a data word is received from the bus, the register COUNT is decremented by one and

if at the end of the transaction the register shows zero and if all the data words re-

ceived are valid, then the ENDCOMM signal is raised and control then passes over

to the application program.
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3.2.1.3 RT to RT transfer

ln this case, the contents of the first location in memory is assumed to be the com-

mand word for the receiving RT. The number of data words which the RT has to re-

ceive are stored in the register COUNT and the command word is written to the PPI

chip. The next word in memory is also assumed to be a command word for the

transmittlnt RT. After this command has been sent to the PPI chips, an event is in-

voked which flags a timeout error if no response is received from the transmitting

RT within 14 microseconds. lp. lf within the timeout period the PPI receives a word

from the bus and if the word is found to be a status word, it is checked for correct

parity. If it is not a valid status word, then, the ERR bit is set and control returns to

the application program. lf it is a valid status word, then for each data word sensed

by the BC, COUNT is decremented and once the required number of data words have

been transmit ted, the BC awaits the status word of the receiving RT. lf it obtains it

within the stipulated time interval and is found valid, then it raises the ENDCOMM

signal and control is passed to the application program again.

3.2.1.4 Mode Control Commands

Here we have three different types of mode commands: those which only require aV
status word back from the RT; those which require a data word as well as a status

word back from the RT and one which sends a data word along with the command

g word to the RT.

Functions which correspond to mode codes of the first type are as follows:
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•
Dynamic bus control

•
Synchronize

•
Transmit status word

•
Initiate self-test

•
Inhibit terminal flag bit _

•
Override Inhibit terminal flag bit

•
Reset Remote terminal

The functions correspondlng to the second category mentioned above are as follows:

•
Transmit vector word

•
Transmit last command .

•
Transmit BIT word

The last category has one example :

•
Synchronize with data.

As we mentioned, the first category mode commands all have the same format, they

send out the command word and then wait for the status word. The second category

mode codes send back the status word and an accompanying data word which gives

certain information about the Remote Terminal that is useful to the Bus Controller

and is mainly used for error detection and recovery. The last category has just one

mode code and it sends along the command word and a data word to the Remote

Terminal, which in turn uses the data in the accompanying data word to synchronize

itself. i
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3.3 State Diagram Representations

The 1553 protocol transactions can be represented by means of state transltion dia-

grams, each state expressing a logically independent task that is executed by the

controller. Broadly speaking, the subsystem can be assumed to be operating in ei-

ther or both of two special states : the application mode state and the communi-

cation mode state (Figure 7). ln the "simpIe" BIU configuration, the application

processor is normally operating in the application mode state. Whenever any ex-

ternal I/O ls to be performed, it switches to the communication mode state. Upon

completion of the transaction, correctly or incorrectly, control returns to the applica-

tion mode state. ln case of the "intelligent" BIU, the application processor operates

in the application mode state. The communication mode state of the BIU is activated

when external I/O is needed. When the Protocol Control Unit completes the trans-

_ action, it interrupts the application processor and the communication mode sate is

exited.
u

In this work, the transactions of the protocol have been represented by state transi-

tion diagrams. A transaction can be viewed as a sequence of functionally related

tasks that are executed by the Protocol Control Unit and each state represents such

a task. As the Bus Controller and the Remote Terminal are functionally different, for

any given transaction there aretwo sets of state diagrams : one from the BC’s point

of view and the other representing the RT's behavior. The state diagrams of the four

types of transactions are shown in Figures 8 to 15. A brief explanation for the state

diagrams for a BC to RT transfer type transaction is given below.
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Bus Controller Representation : The BC accesses the command word from the FlFO

buffer, decodes it and ascertains that data has to be transferred to the RT (Figure 8).

lt transits to another state, whereln it transmits the command word preceded by the

appropriate sync. Following this, the BC sends out the required number of data

words. The BC, then passes to another state that waits for the status word from the ·

receivlng RT. When the status word is on the bus, the RT receives it, checks for odd

parity and enters another state that validates the status word. Finally, the controller

verifies whether the transaction was successful before exiting the communication

mode state.

Remote Terminal representation: A RT constantly listens to the bus and enters the

communication mode state when it senses a word on the bus (Figure 12). In the first

state, the RT reads in the word, checks it for odd parity and determines whether it is

a command or data word. Address verification (its own address or a broadcast ad-

dress), as well as command decoding occur in the next state. In this example, the

command is not a broadcast command and it is decoded to be a BC to RT transfer

type. The RT then transits to a state that consists of reading in the data word and

checking the word parity. This is followed by the data word storage state. The con-

troller alternates between the previous two states until all data words are received.

Once the data words are received, the status word is formatted and transmitted.

Finally, the error flag is checked to ensure that the transaction was completed suc-

cessfully and the communication mode state is exited.
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3.3.1 PLI Model

Simulation models of the various IC chips in the PLI were developed in HILO. Most

of the models were ln behavioral form, although some models were described at the

structural level. A simulation model of the PLI was developed by interconnecting the

models of the individual ICs. In the encoder/decoder chip model, the HD·15530 puts

out data by the NBOO pin and takes in data via the UDI pin, both pins tapping into the

serial bus. Since the transmitter and the receiver sections of the HD-15530 are inde-

pendent of each other, the receiver section of the chip reads in the data that the

transmitter section ls sending out. ln a HILO model, as seen earlier, two or more pins

can be connected together by giving them the same identifier. Thus, to model the

BlUs being linked together by a serial bus, the NBOO and UDI pins of the BlUs are

given the same identifier. An independent behavioral model of the serial bus could

also be written. The circuit models of the three BlUs are identical, except that they

have different bus addresses. A hierarchical diagram of the system medlei is shown

In Figure 16. ‘
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Chapter IV S

Signature Analysis

As seen earlier, microprocessor based satellite control systems become particularly

susceptible to single event upsets (SEUs), due to the radiation environment in which

they operate. These SEUs can cause errors in data, data transmission, or may cause

_ a change in the system state. If there is a disturbance in system state, further proc·

essing without any corrective action may lead to system failure. Techniques for the
‘ detection and correction of data transmission errors are already well established,

whereas those of control upsets are not. we have concentrated on the problem of

control flow deviations of the processor due te SEUs. In particular, we have studied

the technique of Signature Analysis as a_ possible upset detection measure.

Signature Analysis
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4.1 Background

Signature Analysis ls a technique that was developed by Hewlett Packard to detect

errors in data streams [15]. lt is essentially a data compression technique and em-

ploys Linear Feedback Shift Registers for that purpose. Known input sequences are

applied to different nodes of a system and the signatures at those nodes are re-

corded. In case of a nodal error, the reapplication of the same input sequence will

produce a different signature at that node. A diagram of a simple Signature Analyzer

circuit which is shown in Figure 17, consists of a 4 bit shift register and some ~

Exclusive-OR gates. Certain points of the shift register are tapped and they are fed

back to the input of the register via the Exclusive·OR gates. Upon application of the

START signal, the input data is clocked into the shift register. The ciocking is termi-

nated when the STOP signal is given. The residue left in the shift register forms the

"signature" of that node for that particular data stream. Prior to obtaining the signa-
‘

ture of a data stream, the shift register should be initialized to a known inner state.

The points at which the shift register is tapped depends upon the characteristic

polynomial of the circuit. In this case the characteristic polynomial of the circuit is

1 + x* + and hence the feedback polynomial is 1 + x +
x‘.

This means that the out-
4

puts of flip-flops 1 and 4 are fed back to the input.

Based upon the functional configuration of the shift registers, the signature analyzers

can be classified into two types : serial analyzers and parallel analyzers [13,15]. Se-
W

rial analyzers have just one input and the data stream is fed into the analyzer via that

input. They can monitor just one output line. Parallel analyzers on the other hand,

have multiple inputs and can monitor several lines in parallel. Parallel analyzers are
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faster than serial analyzers, but require more hardware circuitry. Since data com-

pression is involved, a problem known as aliasing may occur. Aliasing is said to have

occurred when the error free data stream and the faulty data stream both produce the

same signature. The probability of a
’n ’

bit signature analyzer failing to detect an

error in a 'm
’

bit data stream ls given by

2(m-n) _1

Prob(a/iasing)as

derived ln_[15]. For large
'm’,

this expression reduces to

_ . . 1Prob(a/iasmg) == E;

Therefore it is seen that as the number of bits of the analyzer increase, the probability

of aliasing decreases.

A
4.2 Application of Signature Analyzers

ln this work, signature analysis has been used as an upset detection technique. Both

serial and parallel analyzers have been employed. A two tier detection scheme with

the serial analyzer composing the upper layer and the parallel analyzer the lower

layer, is proposed. There is a detector associated with each BIU and each detector

consists of a serial analyzer and a parallel analyzer. It is intended to use the 1553

protocol model as a testbed for this technique. The protocol model of each BIU has

been described at the behavioral level, i.e., it consists of a sequence of event blocks.

_ The first step towards the implementation of the detection technique lies in assigning
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an unique l.D. to most of the event blocks (active code) in the protocol model. Active

code refers to that section of code that actually describes protocol operation. Since

a certain section of the model deals with the initlallzatlon of various chips, it does not

form a part of the active code and these event blocks are not assigned l.Ds. There

are 73 active event blocks in the Bus Controller section of code and 48 active event

blocks in the Remote Terminal section and so an eight bit l.D. code suffices. The_

number of different valid transactions ln the protocol involving one serial bus are

Bus Controller to Remote Termlnal—l-l- 32

Bus Controller to Remote Terminal (Broadcast)—ii 32

Remote Terminal to Bus Controller ·———-————- 32

Remote Terminal to Remote Termlnal l—-l—- 32

Remote Terminal to Remote Terminal (Broadcast) ———— 32
‘

Mode Commands 11

Mode Commands (Broadcast) —l—ii— 06

Total 177

The operation of the two detection schemes is now described.

4.2.1 Serial Detector

This detector circuit consists of a 8 X 2K RAM, a 16 X 512 byte ROM, a sixteen bit

serial analyzer, decoding circuitry and a comparator, as shown in Figure 18. The

heart of the detector is the serial analyzer shown in Figure 18. The characteristic

Signature Analysis · ‘
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polynomial of this analyzer is 1 +x‘+x'+ x'+ x", giving the feedback polynomial of

1
+x’

+ x' + x" +x". This means that the outputs of the seventh, ninth, twelfth and

sixteenth flip-flops are fed back via Exclusive·OR gates to the input. Since it is a

sixteen bit analyzer, the probability of aliasing occurring is

P1-¤b(auasmg) = 2"° — 0.0015

which ls negligible. A HILO model of this detector mechanism was developed at the

behavioral level. A description of the detection methodology employed by this

mechanism ls given below.

Operation : lnitially the fault free or golden signatures of all the distinct transactions

are obtained and stored in a ROM. Each serial detector monitors its associated BIU.

For a given transaction, when an active event block is triggered, the detector feeds

the l.D. of that event block into a Linear Feedback Shift Register (LFSR). At the end

of that transaction, an unique residue is left in the LFSR, which is the golden signa-

ture of that transaction. It was calculated that there were 177 different transactions

involved in the 1553 protocol (as shown on page ). All these transactions, except

those involving a RT to RT transfer have two serial signatures associated with each

of them : one representing the BC and the other representing the RT. In the RT to

RT transactions, a BC and two RTs are involved. Hence, there are three serial sig-

natures associated with a RT · RT type transaction. Thus, there are a total of 418

serial signatures associated with all the 1553 transactions. All the golden signatures

are stored in a ROM which forms a part of the detecalor circuitry. At runtime, the shift

4 register is initialized to a known state (in our case all zeros). Each detector monitors

its associated protocol model and upon the activation of any active event block,

stores the l.D. of that event block in its RAM. The RAM stores the l.Ds in the order
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in which the events occur i.e., the l.D. of the event that occurs at t, is stored at ad-

dress A,,, the I.D. of the event that occurs at t, ls stored at address A,and so on. The

end of the transaction is indlcated by the ENDCOMM signal going high, which in turn

prompts the detector to initiate the evaluation of the signature for that transaction.

The detector starts feeding in the l.D. codes stored in the RAM into the shift register.

The I.Ds are fed into the register in the same order that they were stored i.e., the

RAM acts as a first-in first·out buffer. After all the I.Ds associated with the current

transaction have been fed into the shift register (indicated by a counter), the residue

left in the shift register indicates the signature for that transaction. The decoding
° circuitry then decodes the command word associated with that transaction. This is

done to ascertain the ROM location that contains the golden signature for that trans-

action. Finally, the obtained signature and the golden signature are compared and a

GO/NOGO signal is given. A mismatch between the two signatures indicates the

presence of an error during the transaction. The I.Ds of the event blocks have to be

stored in a RAM rather than being fed directly into the analyzer. This is because the

„ analyzer has a serial input and it would take eight clock pulses for an I.D..to be fed

in it. In this case, the available time between events will be the restricting factor.

Any error signalled in the transaction may have been in the I.D. register itself, or it

could have affected a control register causing a program flow deviation. On the other

hand, it is a possibility that the transaction was completed successfully, but an SEU

struck the ROM containing the golden signatures, thereby leading to a signature

mismatch and hence a NOGO signal was given.
I

As previously mentioned, each BIU is allotted an unique address on the bus. In our

model, each BIU reads in the command word from the bus and the BIU software

verifies whether the command possesses a valid address (its own address or a
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broadcast address). If the address is not valid, that BIU ignores the command word

and does not take any further part in the transaction. Now, to determine whether the

command has a valid address, a few active event blocks of the BIU are triggered.

Hence the associated serial detector stores the l.Ds of these events in
it’s

RAM.

However, if the BIU ascertains that there is an invalid address, it signals the termi-

nation of the transaction by raising the ENDCOMM signal. ln this case the detector

does not evaluate the signature, but merely reinitiates the RAM's address pointer.

4.2.2 Parallel Detector l

Although the serial detector acts as an effective upset detector, it potentially suffers

from the problem of excessive upset detection latency. Since the obtained signature

is compared with the golden signature at the end of the transaction, a large detection

latency may result e.g. consider if the transaction involves the transfer of thirty·two
u

data words between two subsystems and an upset occurred during the transmission

of the first word. This error will not be detected by the serial detector till the end of

the transaction, thus giving rise to an extremely large latency. This could be crucial

in critical real time applications. The usage of the Parallel Detector minimizes this

problem.
A

‘
Parallel Signature Analyzers are Multiple Input Linear Feedback Shift Registers

(MILFSR). Here the input data sequence drives all the flip-flops in the shift register

simultaneously. There are two types of Parallel Analyzers, the Internal Exclusive·OR
E

(IE) type and the External Exclusive·OR (EE) type. The two types differ in the way the

feedback connections are made. ln the IE type, the most significant bit (MSB) is fed
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back to some of the flip-flops via Exclusive-OR gates. ln the EE type, the MSB and

some of the outputs of other flip-flops are fed back to the least significant bit via EXOR

gates. There ls no clear indication regarding superiority in error detection capabill-

ties between the two types [13]. The IE type analyzer has been employed in this work

and its structural configuration is shown in Figure 20. This analyzer has a charac-

teristic polynomial of 1 +x'+ x'+x' + x' and helnce a feedback polynomial of

1 + x' + x' + x' + x'. The probability of fault masking occurring is approximately given

bv

Prob(a/iasing) =
2”°

= 0.39

4.3 Operation

I
As explained earlier, any transaction in the protocol can be represented by means

of a state diagram from both the Bus Controller’s and Remote Terminal's point of

view. The protocol model is functionally subdivided into states, with each state con-

sisting of some task to be executed. The function of the Parallel Detector is to obtain

the run time signature of each state of the transaction and concurrently compare it

with the golden signature of the concerned state. Thus any control flow deviations

within a state will be detected by the analyzer. Let us illustrate this by means of the

example given below. In the example, the event blocks ev1, ev2, ev3 & ev4 comprise

a state.

Example 1 ·
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When ev1 wait 2 do
ID = HEX 01
TEMP == HEX 0010
AFF • BIN 11
event ev2;

When ev2 wait 1 do
ID == HEX 02 I
NCSFF == 0
FLG1 =- 1
event ev3 ;

When ev3 wait 1 do
ID = HEX 03
WFLG = 1
event ev4 ;

When ev4 wait 1 do
ID = HEX 04
NRDFF = 0
If STA

- Othen
STA == 1
event ev2
else TM = 1
endü;

_ During normal execution, the correct sequencing of event blocks in this state is ev1,

ev2, ev3, ev4, ev2, ev3 and ev4. The signature that is obtained by feeding the l.D.

codes ofthese blocks in the MILFSR is HEX 1A. Now, let us assume that the program

was executing in the event block ev1, when a SEU caused event block ev.? to be ex-

ecuted next, instead of event block ev2. Due to the disruption of program flow the

new event sequencing becomes evt, ev3, ev4, ev2, ev3 and ev4. This causes the

signature of the state to be HEX 3A, which is different from the golden signature. This

deviation of the control flow may not be detected till the transaction has been com-

pleted thus resulting in a large latency. lf, on the other hand, a comparison of the

signatures had been made at the exit point of the state, the error would have been

immediately flagged. The parallel analyzer is incorporated for precisely this purpose.
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The parallel detector circuit model is also described at the behavioral level. There

is one parallel detector for each BIU in the system. The primary reason for utilizing

a parallel analyzer was that we needed to perform the signature evaluation and

comparison concurrently with the execution of the main program. The serial analyzer

could not be used for this purpose as it has just one input, whereas in the parallel

analyzer the eight bit l.D. code could drive all the flip·fIops of the analyzer simul-

taneously, saving a substantial amount of time. Since each transaction mode (BC to

RT, RT to BC, etc.) is represented by eight to ten states, the overall number of sig-

natures for the different states will be very large. lf these golden signatures of the

individual states are stered in memory, complex decoding circuitry will be required

to access these signatures for comparison purposes. Also, a time delay associated

with the accessing of these signatures from memory will be incurred. Due to these

reasons, the signatures of the states are not stored in memory, but are inserted in the

application code, at the end of the states. Thus, some modifications have to be made

to the application code to support these detection techniques. The modifications are

. made to Example 1 and the result is shown in Example 2.

Example 2

When ev1 wait 2 do
STRTFF = 1

ID = HEX 01
TEMP = HEX 0010

. AFF
-

BIN 11
· event ev2 ; ‘

, When ev2 wait 1 do
ID = HEX 02 .
NCSFF = 0
FLG1 = 1
event ev3 ;

When ev3 wait 1 do I
ID = HEX 03
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WFLG = 1
event ev4 ;

When ev4 wait 1 do
ID

-
HEX O4

NRDFF == 0
lf STA = 0 then
STA = 1
event ev2
else TM = 1

event (blockend, stpslg, comp1)
endif ;

When blockend wait 3 do
SIGCLRFF =

1Whenstpsig wait 1 do
STRTSIGFF = 0; ‘

When c¤mp1 wait 1 do
Ifnot K = HEX
event abort
endif ;

Upon entry to a new state, a signal STRTFF goes high, prompting the parallel detector

to initiate signature evaluation. The l.D. code of ev1 i.e., HEX 01 is fed into the de-
'

tector. Following this, the l.D. codes of the other events are also fed into the detector,

in the order in which they are triggered. At the end of the block. three events asso-

ciated with the detection process are activated. Event STPSIG indicates the termi-

nation of the state to the detector, which then displays the evaluated signature of that

state. Event BLOCKEND initializes the detector (to all zeros) to prepare it for future

signature evaluation. Event COMP1 performs the comparison between the evaluated

signature (contained in register K) and the golden signature. As noted earlier, the
i

golden signature is stored at the end of the state. ln case of an discrepancy, an error

message is displayed and the simulation is aborted. The process is repeated for the

next state.
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An error will not be detected by the parallel detector if a state ls exited normally and

an Incorrect state is entered normally i.e., if the program flow was meant to be statel

= = > state2 = = > state?. and due to a SEU lt became statel = = > state3 by-

passing state2, then this error would not be caught by the parallel detector. This ls

due to the fact that the parallel detector detects only intrastate improper transitions.

l.e., devlations of control flow within a state. ln such a case however, the top level
A

detection mechanism, the serial detector would detect the control flow perturbation

as it views the whole transaction as an entity, unlike the parallel detector which

considers each state as an entity.

4.4 Block size

‘
Since the parallel detector catches control errors that cause program execution to

deviate from one block to another, the block size is an important factor in the de-

tection process. For a given application program, larger the block size, fewer will be

the number of blocks and consequently, the probability of interblock deviations de-

creases. On the other hand, if we have too many blocks in the program, the storage

overhead will increase. This ls because some redundant code has to beinserted in

each block to facilltate the detection process. Signature comparison is done at the

end of a state, each state consisting of a number of event blocks. Here, for a given

block size, if the number of event blocks in a state is increased, there will be an in-

crease in the probability of larger detection latencies. On the other hand, if there are
V

too few event blocks within a state, there will be an increase in the number of states
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and consequently an increase in the associated checking time overhead, even though

fault detection Iatency isreduced. Thus, the partitioning of the application program

into blocks and the placement of the parallel signature checkpoints depends upon

memory and process critlcallty specifications. In this work, each transaction was

partitioned into functlonal blocks, with each block performing a specific function.

4.5 Application to other languages

This technique of employing Signature Analysis to detect control flow errors can also

be applied to application programs written in other high level languages like Pascal,

Ada and C. The difference between the HILO functional language and these other

languages lies in the technique of defining block boundaries. This is due to the

varylng constructs available in different languages. ln HILO, a block was easily de-

_ fined due to the event oriented structure of the language. ln Ada, Pascal and C, na·

tural blocks could be defined by the begin · end constructs, loop constructs, or
by,

entities like procedures, functions, subroutines and tasks. Once the blocks are de-

fined, each block can be assigned an l.D. and a process similar to the one described y
here, can be followed.
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I · Chapter-V

Testing and Results

The system modeI·consists of three BIU models, each of which is comprised of a

protocol model and a Physical Layer Interface model. The only aspect in which the

three BlUs differ, is in their bus addresses. As previously mentloned, the subsystems

represented here employ the "inteIIigent' BIU configuration. Thus, the Protocol

Control Unit monitors and validates the transactions. As far as error detection and

correction ls concerned, the PCU is restrlcted to the task of error flagging and to

some extent, fault location. lt is incapable of selecting and initiating any error re-

covery action. The PCU lndicates the status of the transaction to the Application

Processor along with some relevant data and the Application Processor decides the

corrective action that has to be undertaken.

In this chapter, the testing methodolgy and the results obtained are presented. A

number of simulatlons were done to ensure the correct functioning of the system

model. The golden signatures (serial and parallel) were evaluated and the parallel
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golden signatures were inserted in the application code. SEUs were then injected In

the model and the efflciency of the detection mechanisms was observed.

5.1 Fault free simulations

Each BlU Interfaces to the sixteen bit local bus of the subsystem on one side (the

Application Processor side) and the 1553 serial bus on the other. The BIU model is

comprlsed of the protocol model and the PL! model. The interface signals of the

protocol model on the Application Processor side and the PL! side are shown in Fig-

ure 21. lt is important to note that all the signals shown need not map into physical

wires and registers, as some signals are introduced for simulation purposes. RST is

the system reset signal and causes initialization of various circuit elements. BC and

RT represent active high signals that indicate to the the BIU its initial functional

characterization i.e. whether it is a Bus Controller or a Remote Terminal. DuringI
simulation, the BC treats the first word in the buffer as a command word and by de-

coding it, ascertains the type of transaction necessary. The stipulated protocol

specifications for the command word provide no means for ascertaining whether a

r Remote Terminal to Remote Terminal type transfer is needed, from decoding the

command word. A signal, RTZRT has been inserted in our BC model to overcome

that problem. At the beginning of a transaction, this signal line is checked. lf high,

it indlcates that a RT to RT transaction is required. Thus, the BC treats the first word _

in the buffer as a command to the receiving RT and the second word in the buffer as

a command word meant for the transmitting RT.
U
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lt is possible that a transaction could not be carriedtout because a subsystem was

busy or faulty, or that a fault existed in the associated BIU. For simulation purposes,

the signal BUSY indicates that the subsystem cannot participate in the transaction as

It is busy and the signals SUBFLAG and TFLAG indicate the existence of a fault in the

subsystem and BIU respectively. The signal SERREQ is used by the RT to indicate

that it requires some service. DBFLAG is also pertinent to a RT and is utilized in the

Dynamic Bus Control transfer mode command. When high, It signifies that the asso-

ciated RT is willing to accept bus control If requested by the current BC. As for the

output signals on the Application Processor side, ENDCOMM goes high to indicate to

the Application Processor that the current transaction is completed. If at this time,

ERR is high, it means that there was an error In the transaction and the transaction

could not be completed satisfactorily. lf there was a fault in a participating RT or its

associated subsystem, WARN goes high, alerting the BC to the possibility of poten-

tially corrupt data. SERREQFF is a signal associated with the BC and it goes high if

the BC on status word validation, recognizes that a RT requires service. A START

. signal from the Application Processor initiates the transaction. On the PLI side, the

protocol model interfaces to the 8255s in the PLI. NCS, NWR, & NRD are the active

low chip select, write and read signals respectively. A[0:1] selects the control regis-

ter, or one of ports A, B and C of the 8255s. D[0:15] is the sixteen bit data bus that is

used for data transfer between the protocol and PLI models. INTRA is an output pin

of the PLI and serves as an active high Interrupt signal to the PCU. lt indicates that

the PCU can transmit another word to the PLI as its transmitter buffer is empty.

INTRB is also an active high Interrupt signal that indicates to the PCU the presence

of a new word in the PLls receiving buffer. When the system model Is created using

the individual BIU models as subcircuits, the interface between the model and the

environment consists of those wires/registers that form an interface between the
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three Application Processors and their respective BlUs. Thus, in effect, the input

signals to the model represent the stimuli provided by the Application Processors to

thelr associated BlUs. These signals are declared in the system waveform declara-

tion file, whereln the signals could be assigned different values at specific times.

Initially, each circuit model was tested as a separate entity and was verified to display

T

correct behavior. Some circuit models were available in the HILO library and were

utilized. To reduce simulation time, most of the models were developed at the be-

havioral level. The HILO simulator was loaded onto the Hewlett · Packard 550 com-

puter which had an UNIX operating system. Numerous simulation runs of all four

types of transactlons (BC to RT, RT to BC, RT to RT and Mode commands) were car-

ried out and were checked to ensure that they adhered to the protocol specifications.

Since the main objective of developing the system model was to utilize it as a testbed

for the upset detection technique, not much emphasis was laid to the timing require-

. ments of the protocol. The transmitter and receiver clock frequencies were chosen

to be 10 Mhz. Simlation runs were also done for the special cases when a subsystem

was busy or faulty , or when its associated BIU had a fault in it. Debugging of the

program was aided to a great extent by HlLO’s display capabilities, which allowed the

monitoring of any wire/register/event at any nested level. A sample of the waveform

declaratlon file for a BC to RT type transaction is shown below. ,

WAVEFORM SYSTEMWAVE

STIMULUS CLK,RST,BC1,BC2,RT1,RT2,RT2RT1,RT2RT2,START1,BC3,RT3,RT2RT3 ,
”

START2,START3,BUSY1,BUSY2,BUSY3,SUBFLAG1,SUBFLAG2,SUBFLAG3.
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DBFLAG1,DBFLAG2,DBFLAG3,TFLAG1,TFLAG2,TFLAG3 = 0;

STIMULUS ADDRESS[0:4],ADDRESS1[0:4],ADDRESS2[0:4] = 0;

RESPONSE ENDCOMM,ENDCOMM1 ,ENDCOMM2 ,SERREQ,SERREQ1,SERREQ2 = X;

0 RST = 1

CLK
-

BY 100 TO 10000000 Cl-lANGEO(50, +50) ;

5 RST
-

0;

20000 BC1,RT2 ,RT3 = 1 ;

20050 START1,START2,START3 = 1 ;

350000 FINISH .

The stimulus declarations represent the driving signals to the circuit and the re·

sponse declarations represent. The system reset is given at 0 time units. The BC1,

RT2, RT3 signals inform their respective BIUs of their functional configuration l.e.

here, BIU 1 is the BC, BIU 2 and BIU 3 are RTs. The array ADDRESS1[0:7] acts as a
’

pointer to the location where the command and data words associated with the

» transaction are stored. This value acts as a base address and during the transaction

the value of the local RAM address register will be added to the base address and the

actual address will be obtained. The arrays ADDRESS2[0:7] and .ADDRESS3[0:7] per-

form a similar function for BlUs 2 and 3. The START signals prompt the BC to initiate

the transaction. The keyword FINISH causes the termination of the simulation at the

stipulated time.
I

The output display of the simulator run associated with the above waveform declara-

tion file is shown below. °

BlU1_P1 : BIU 1 IS BUS CONTROLLER
I

BlU2_P1 : BIU 2 IS REMOTE TERMINAL
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BIU3_P1 : BIU 3 IS REMOTE TERMINAL
BIU1_P1 :
BIU1_P1 : 20051 START
BIU2_P1 :
BIU2_P1 : 20051 START
BIU3_P1 :
BIU3_P1 : 20051 START
BIU3_P1 :
BIU1_P1 : BC TO RT TRANSACTION INITIATED ”
BIU1_B1_ENCDEC : AT TIME 22202 TRANSMIT CYCLE STARTED
BIU1_B1_ENCDEC :
BIU1_B1_ENCDEC : AT TIME 24602 COMMAND WORD SYNC SENT
BIU1_B1_ENCDEC :
BIU1_B1_ENCDEC : AT TIME 46202 PARITY BIT SENT
BIU1_B1_ENCDEC :
BIU1_B1_ENCDEC : AT TIME 46802 TRANSMISSION OF WORD ENDS
BIU3_B1_ENCDEC : COMMAND I STATUS WORD = BIN 0O01000010000001 RECEIVEDBIU2_B1_ENCDEC : COMMAND I STATUS WORD = BIN 0001000010000001 RECEIVED
BIU1_B1_ENCDEC : COMMAND I STATUS WORD = BIN 0001000010000001 RECEIVED
BIU1_B1_ENCDEC : AT TIME 48602 TRANSMIT CYCLE STARTED
BIU1_B1_ENCDEC :
BIU2_P1 : COMMAND WORD SYNC RECEIVED
BIU1_B1_ENCDEC : AT TIME 51002 DATA WORD SYNC SENT

· BIU1_B1_ENCDEC : '
BIU3_P1 : COMMAND WORD SYNC RECEIVED
BIU3_P1 : NOT MY ADDRESS
BIU1_B1_ENCDEC : AT TIME 72602 PARITY BIT SENT
BIU1_B1_ENCDEC :
BIU1_B1_ENCDEC : AT TIME 73202 TRANSMISSION OF WORD ENDS
BIU1_P1 :TIMEOUT PERIOD INITIATED BY BC

_ BIU3_B1_ENCDEC : DATA WORD = BIN 0001000010000010 RECEIVED
BIU2_B1_ENCDEC : DATA WORD = BIN 0001000010000010 RECEIVED
BIU1_B1_ENCDEC : DATA WORD == BIN 0001000010000010 RECEIVED
BIU2_P1 : DATA WORD SYNC RECEIVED
BIU2_B1_ENCDEC : AT TIME 77402 TRANSMIT CYCLE STARTED
BIU2_B1_ENCDEC :
BIU2_B1_ENCDEC : AT TIME 79802 COMMAND WORD SYNC SENT
BIU2_B1_ENCDEC :
BIU3_P1 : DATA WORD SYNC RECEIVED
BIU3_P1 : RT RECEIVES UNEXPECTED WORD
BIU2_B1_ENCDEC : AT TIME 101402 PARITY BIT SENT
BIU2_B1_ENCDEC :
BIU2_B1_ENCDEC : AT TIME 102002 TRANSMISSION OF WORD ENDS
BIU3_B1_ENCDEC : COMMAND I STATUS WORD = BIN 0001000O00000000 RECEIVED
BIU2_B1_ENCDEC : COMMAND I STATUS WORD = BIN 000100000O0O000O RECEIVED
BIU1_B1_ENCDEC : COMMAND I STATUS WORD = BIN 0001000000O00O00 RECEIVED
BIU2_P1 : TRANSACTION SUCCESSFUL
BIU1_P1 :
BIU1_P1 : TRANSACTION SUCCESSFUL
BIU1_P1 :
BIU3_P1 : COMMAND WORD SYNC RECEIVED
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BlU3_P1 : NOT MY ADDRESS
finish at 300000

As mentioned, this was a BC to RT transfer type transaction involving the transfer of

one data word. The BC initially sends out the command word, along with the appro-

prlate sync and parlty bit. All the BIUs of the different subsystems listen to the bus

and all of them read In the word. The BC also takes in the word as its receiving

circuitry ls Independent of its transmittlng circuitry. However, it ignores the word i.e.

It does not attempt to decode the word. BIU 2 and BIU 3 (configured as RTs) decode

the command to ascertain whether it is meant for them. Since the command is only

for BIU 2, BIU 3 displays an invalid address message and takes no further part in the
U

transaction. BIU 2 decodes the command completely and awaits the arrival of the

data. word. The BC transmits the data word and activates a mechanlsm to time out

the
RT’s

response. BIU 2 stores the data word and transmits its status word. BIU 3

ignores the status word, but BIU 1 validates it. Since no errors were recorded, the

transaction was deemed successful.

A program was developed in the shell script programming language of the HP-UNIX
”

system, so that a number of different transactions could be run sequentially, without

human intervention (l.e. in a batch mode). The she/l programming language is a

structured language that requires no compilation and is directly recognized and exe-

cuted by the UNIX shell. All HP-UX commands can be executed within the shell pro-

gram. A drawback of this scheme was that HILO had to be quit each time a

. transaction was completed and consequently, for each new transaction, the circuit

had to be reloaded and reinitialized, increasing the simulation time considerably. As

· mentioned before, the buffer that stored the command and data words was imple-

mented using the RAM primitive of HILO. Since the RAM could not be accessed ex-
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ternally, the command and data words for a group of transactions were stored in the

RAM before the simulation was initiated. The address pointer of the RAM however,

could be accessed externally (from the waveform declaration file) and thus, for each

transaction the pointer had a different value, depending on the location of the com-

mand and data words for that transaction. .

5.1.1 Evaluation of Golden Signatures

After the model was verified to function correctly, the next step was the evaluation
u

of the fault free or golden signatures of the transactions. As mentloned previously,

the protocol code of each BIU was modified for that purpose. All the event blocks

within the active section of code were assigned unique l.Ds. The code was then

partitioned into states, each state performing a given task. Three pairs of serial and

parallel analyzers were introduced, each pair monitoring a BIU. The serial and par-

allel signatures were obtained in the manner described in an earlier chapter. Shown

below is a modified version (with signatures introduced) of the BC to RT transaction

displayed previously.

BIU1_P1 : BIU 1 IS BUS CONTROLLER.
BIU2_P1 : BIU 2 IS REMOTE TERMINAL
BlU3_P1 : BIU 3 IS REMOTE TERMINAL
BIU1_P1 : .
BIU1_P1 : 20051 START
BIU1_P1 :
BIU2_P1 : 20051 START
BlU3_P1 :
BlU3_P1 : 20051 START
BlU3_P1 :
BIU1_P1 : BC TO RT TRANSACTION INITIATED
BIU1_S1 : BLOCK SIGNATURE OF BIU 1 IS 00000011
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BIU1_S1 : BLOCK SIGNATURE OF BIU 1 IS 00011111
BIU1_B1_ENCDEC : AT TIME 22202 TRANSMIT CYCLE STARTED
BIU1_B1_ENCDEC : V
BIU1_B1_ENCDEC : AT TIME 24602 COMMAND WORD SYNC SENT
BIU1_B1_ENCDEC :
BIU1_B1_ENCDEC : AT TIME 46202 PARITY BIT SENT
BIU1_B1_ENCDEC :
BIU1_B1_ENCDEC : AT TIME 46802 TRANSMISSION OF WORD ENDS
BIU1_S1 : BLOCK SIGNATURE OF BIU 1 IS 00011111
BIU3_B1_ENCDEC : COMMAND / STATUS WORD =· BIN 0001000010000001 RECEIVEDBIU2_B1_ENCDEC : COMMAND / STATUS WORD = BIN 0001000010000001 RECEIVEDBIU1_B1_ENCDEC : COMMAND / STATUS WORD == BIN 0001000010000001 RECEIVEDBIU1_B1_ENCDEC : AT TIME 48602 TRANSMIT CYCLE STARTED
BIU1_B1_ENCDEC :
BIU2_P1 : COMMAND WORD SYNC RECEIVED
BIU2_S1 : BLOCK SIGNATURE OF BIU 2 IS 00100000
BIU2_S1 : BLOCK SIGNATURE OF BIU 2 IS 00010010
BIU1_B1_ENCDEC : AT TIME 51002 DATA WORD SYNC SENT
BIU1_B1_ENCDEC :
BIU3_P1 : COMMAND WORD SYNC RECEIVED
BIU3_P1 : NOT MY ADDRESS
BIU3_S2 : SIGNATURE NOT EVALUATED
BIU3_S1 : SIGNATURE NOT EVALUATED
BIU3_D1 : SIGNATURE NOT EVALUATED
BIU1_B1_ENCDEC : AT TIME 72602 PARITY BIT SENT
BIU1_B1_ENCDEC :
BIU1_B1_ENCDEC : AT TIME 73202 TRANSMISSION OF WORD ENDSBIU1_P1 : TIMEOUT PERIOD INITIATED BY BC
BIU1_S1 : BLOCK SIGNATURE OF BIU 1 IS 00010101
BIU3_B1_ENCDEC : DATA WORD = BIN 0001000010000010 RECEIVED. BIU2_B1_ENCDEC : DATA WORD = BIN 0001000010000010 RECEIVED
BIU1_B1_ENCDEC : DATA WORD = BIN 0001000010000010 RECEIVEDBIU2_P1 : DATA WORD SYNC RECEIVED
BIU2_S1 : BLOCK SIGNATURE OF BIU 2 IS 00100000
BIU2_S1 : BLOCK SIGNATURE OF BIU 2 IS 10010011
BIU2_S1 : BLOCK SIGNATURE OF BIU 2 IS 11010101
BIU2_B1_ENCDEC : AT TIME 77402 TRANSMIT CYCLE STARTED
BIU2_B1_ENCDEC :
BIU2_B1_ENCDEC : AT TIME 79802 COMMAND WORD SYNC SENT
BIU2_B1_ENCDEC :
BIU3_P1 : DATA WORD SYNC RECEIVED '

·BIU3_P‘I : RT RECEIVES UNEXPECTED WORD
BIU3_S2 : SIGNATURE NOT EVALUATED
BIU3_S1 : SIGNATURE NOT EVALUATED
BIU3_D1 : SIGNATURE NOT EVALUATED _
BIU2_B1_ENCDEC : AT TIME 101402 PARITY BIT SENT
BIU2_B1_ENCDEC :
BIU2_B1_ENCDEC : AT TIME 102002 TRANSMISSION OF WORD ENDS
BIU3_B1_ENCDEC : COMMAND / STATUS WORD = BIN 0001000000000000 RECEIVEDBIU2_B1_ENCDEC : COMMAND / STATUS WORD = BIN 0001000000000000 RECEIVED
BIU1_B1_ENCDEC : COMMAND /'STATUS WORD = BIN 0001000000000000 RECEIVED
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BIU2_P1 :
BIU2_P1 : TRANSACTION SUCCESSFUL
BIU2_P1 : ~
BlU2_S1 : BLOCK SIGNATURE OF BIU 2 IS 10011010
BlU2_S2 : OVERALL PARALLEL SIGNATURE OF BIU 2 IS 01010111
BIU2_D1 : 104580 SERIAL SIGNATURE OF BIU 2 IS =- BIN 1110110100110101
BIU1_S1 : BLOCK SIGNATURE OF BIU 1 IS 11001111
BIU1_S1 : BLOCK SIGNATURE OF BIU 1 IS 10001011
BlU1_P1 :
BIU1_P1 : TRANSACTION SUCCESSFUL _
BlU1_P1 :
BIU3_P1 : COMMAND WORD SYNC RECEIVED
BIU3_P1 : NOT MY ADDRESS
BIU3_S2 : SIGNATURE NOT EVALUATED
BlU3_S1 : SIGNATURE NOT EVALUATED .
BIU3_D1 : SIGNATURE NOT EVALUATED
BIU1_S1 : BLOCK SIGNATURE OF BIU 1 IS 00011110
BlU1_S2 : OVERALL PARALLEL SIGNATURE OF BIU 1 IS 10011110
BIU1_D1 : 117381 SERIAL SIGNATURE OF BIU 1 IS = BIN 1111100110000000
finish at 300000
flnish simulation cpu secs

-
299.60 (total == 337.68)

5.2 Upset induced simulations

Once the golden signatures of the transactions were obtained, steps were taken to

devise techniques for slmulatlng the effects of SEUs on the system model. The main

focus of interest were the program flow deviations caused by SEUs. These deviations

could be caused by cosmic rays striking control registers like the program counter,

return addresses stored in the stack etc. In terms of a HILO program, lt would mean

a diversion of flow from the normal sequence of event blocks as shown in Figure 22.

Here, a SEU causes program
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When RST (Ü to 1) do
·

.

•
mwa event N1 ;
particlc

Wh 6 6 N1 6 6 W•
•

event N2 ;

When N2 do1 •
•

event N3 ;

When N3
do!

· •
•

event Testl ;

Flguro 22. SEU upsei on HILO program
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flow to divert from event N1 to event N3 skipping event N2. Simulation of control flow

deviations in a HILO program requires the attainment of two goals : a) The execution

of the current sequence of event blocks must be terminated and b) Execution of a new

sequence of event blocks must be initiated. Referring to Figure 22, to simulate the

effect of a SEU causlng control flow deviation from N1 to N3, the execution of event

N1 has to be aborted and the execution of event N3 has to be initiated.

5.2.1 Simulation of SEUs

The initiation of a new sequence of event blocks can be easily accomplished. Some

pseudo or "dummy" signals are inserted in the application code such that each

dummy signal can trigger off a selected event block, i.e. the triggering set of some

event blocks is expanded. Thus, in addition to its existing trigger, the event block can

also be activated by the dummy signal. e.g. consider an existing block of code shown

below :
·

E
When BCRT wait 2 do ‘

AFF = Bln 10
NCSFF = 0
event EV1 ;

When EV1 wait 2 do ·
NWRFF = 0 ·
event EV2 ;

When EV2 walt 1 do

Now, this sequence of event blocks is activated when event BCRT occurs. With the
I

insertion of a dummy signal TRIG1, the code is modified as follows :

When (BCRT or TRlG1(0 to 1)) wait 2 do
U

AFF = Bln 10
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NCSFF = 0
event EV1 ;

When EV1 walt 3 do
NWRFF = 0
event EV2 ;

When EV2 wait 1 do

This sequence of event blocks will be triggered when either one of two things happen

: event BCRT occurs, or if signal TRIG1 goes high. lf signal TRIG1 is made accessible

. to the environment, l.e. if it is an input signal to the circuit, it can be declared as a

stlmulus in the waveform declaration file. Thus, at any predetermined time, TRIG1

can be raised, causing a particular sequence of event blocks to be activated. A

number of such dummy signals can be introduced, each one activating a different
· section of code. In this work, although dummy signals have been inserted in the first

event block of each state, in some instances, dummy signals have also been inserted

within the state. Thus, in this way, we can cause program flow to resume from a

different address. However, as mentioned earlier, the original program flow has tol
be aborted. There are two methods for achieving this.

Method I : This method is best Illustrated by means of an example. Consider the

section of code consisting of two states shown below.

State 1 . ·
When (EV1a or TRlG1(0 to 1)) wait 1 do

IND = IND - 1
event EV1b ;

When EV1b walt 1 do
lf IND = 0 then
AFF = Bln 11
else AFF = Bln 10
endif
event EV1c;

When EV1: wait 1 do
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NCSFF = 0
NWRFF = 0
event EV1d ;

State 2

When (EV2a or TRlG2(0 to 1)) walt 2 do
NCSFF = 0
event EV2b;

When EV2b wait 2 do
lf REG = Bln 01 then
WFLG = 0

. endlf
event EV2c;

When EV2c wait 2 do
NWRFF = 1
OTA = 0
event EV3a ;

State 3
When (EV3a or TRlG3(0 to 1)) walt 2 do

lf COUNT = 0 then
INADD = INADO + 1
event EV3b ;

When EV3b walt 2 do
TEMP = RAMA[lNADD]

· NCSFF = 0 V .
event EV3c;

lt ls seen that in addition to their normal triggering events, both the states can be

activated by dummy signals as well. The program flow can be aborted due to a SEU

· by means of the algorithm given below.

1. Declare a one bit register FAULT and lnitialize it to zero.

2. Declare a one bit I.D. register ID(X), for state X and inltiallze it to zero.
u

3. When a dummy signal (X) for state X is triggered, it sets FAULT to 1 and also sets

the ID register for that state. ID(X), to 1.
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4. Introduce code in each event block of state X, so that the event block will not be
executed if FAULT =· 1 and ID(X) = 0.

5. lf FAULT = 1, then if event block ln state X activates event block in state Y, it also
puts ID(Y)

-·
1.

Following the algorithm given above, the two states shown earlier can be modified

to

State 1
When (EV1a er TRIG1 (0 to 1)) wait 1 do

Ifnot FAULT = 1 & ID1 = 0 then ~
IND = IND · 1
event EV1b endif;

When EV1b wait 1 do
Ifnot FAULT = 1 & ID1 = 0 then
If IND = 0 then
AFF = Bln 11
else AFF = Bln 10
endlf
event EV1c endlf;

When EV1c wait 1 do
Ifnot FAULT = 1 & ID1 = 0 then
NCSFF = 0
NWRFF = 0
event EV1d endlf; ~

State 2
When (EV2a or TRlG2(0 to 1)) wait 2 do

·· Ifnot FAULT = 1 & ID2 = 0 then
NCSFF = 0event EV2b Iendif ; °

When EV2b walt 2 do
Ifnot FAULT = 1 & ID2 = 0 thenlf REG = Bln 01 then ·‘ WFLG = 0
endif
event EV2c
endif ; ‘

When EV2c wait 2 do
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Ifnot FAULT = 1 & ID2 = 0 then
NWRFF = 1
DTA = 0
If FAULT = 1 then
ID3 = 1
endif
event EV3a
endif;

State 3 .
When (EV3a or TRIG3(0 to 1)) walt 2 do

Ifnot FAULT = 1 & ID3 = 0 then
If COUNT = 0 then
INADD = INADD + 1
event EV3b
endif endif;

When EV3b wait 2 do AIfnot FAULT = 1 & ID3 = 0 then
TEMP = RAMA[lNADD]
NCSFF = 0
event EV3c
endif ;

Let us assume that at time the program was executing in the event block EV1b in

state 1 and a SEU occurred which caused the program counter to deviate to the event

block EV2a. This effect can be simulated by the raising of signal TRIG2. According
. to our algorithm, TRIG2 also sets registers FAULT and ID2. Thus we have

When TRlG2(0 to 1) do
FAULT = 1
ID2 = 1 ;

This has the effect of initiating the execution of the first block in state 2. Since the first

conditional expression in the block is true, all the actions in the action list of event

EV2a will be executed and the event EV2b will be activated. Since a SEU has cc-

curred and the new execution path is being followed, event EV3a in state 3 should

be executed after event EV2c. Event EV2c takes care of this by setting the l.D. regis-

ter of state 3 (ID3) to 1. As mentioned earlier, the program was executing in event

block EV1b when the SEU occurred. On entering block EV1c, the conditional ex-

pression will not be satisfied, as even though FAULT = 1, ID1 is not set to 1. Thus,
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A
no actions in the block will be executed and so in this way the pre upset program flow

is terminated.

Method II :This method utllizes the reset primitive available in the behavioral model-

ing language of HILO. The function of this primitive can be explained by the example

given below

When EV1 wait 100 reset TR(0 to 1) do
AFF = Bln 11 ;

ln this example,AFF ls Ioaded with the value Bin 11, 100 time units after event EV1

occurs, provided that TR does not make a positive transition during that period. lf

however, TR is raised during the wait period, the expression is reset i.e. it is as if the

event EV1 dld not occur and AFF retalns its previous value.

ln our experiment, the reset clause is inserted in each event block of the application

code and the event expression is reset if the event FAULT occurs. Event FAULT in

· turn, occurs when aASEU occurs (i.e. a dummy signal is raised). Thus, when a SEU

occurs, all the event expressions of the application code are reset and program flow

is aborted. The signal that caused event FAULTto occur, also activates another event

block of the application code after a certain time period. The code representing this

is
’

_
A

When TRIG1(0 to 1) do .
A

~
event FAULT
event RESTART ; _

When RESTART walt 1 do
event BCRT ;

Thus, the raising of TRIG1 causes current program flow to be aborted and a new

event sequence starting with event BCRT to be initiated. The wait 1 clause in the

Testlng end Results
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RESTART event block is needed, as otherwise, event BCRT would occur at the same
time as event FAULT and thus it too would be aborted.

Method l although effective, requires a large amount of additional code to be inserted,

besides requiring knowledge of the entire sequence of events, i.e. the "parents" and

"children" of each event block should be known. The tracing of the event paths can

become quite laborious. Method Il does not require much extra code to be inserted.

Besides, one just needs to ascertain which event block is activated by which dummy

signal. _ ln view of the above factors, we have employed Method ll to simulate the ef-

fect of a SEU.

5.2.2 Fault Simulation

The application code was modified as explained above, to facilitate the simulation of
“

° E SEUs. This modification was carried out on the protocol code for all three BlUs. A

sum of 48 dummy signals were introduced and were distributed over the three BlUs.

A number of waveform declaration files were created, one for each fault simulation

run and each one of the files had a distinct dummy signal being raised at a different

time. Thus, although the time of SEU injection was predetermined, it was chosen in

a random manner. lt is important to note that only one séu was injected in each

transaction. This is very much in accordance with the actual SEU occurrence rate,

which varies between 1 SEU/day to 1 SEU/hour. Each fault simulation run consisted

of executing one transaction. A she/I script program was written to run a number of

transactions in a batch mode. The program associated a different waveform decla-
ratlon file with each simulation run. .

Tutlng und R••uIt•
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5.3 Results

Upset Coverage: A total of 118 fault simulations were carried out. The upsets were
detected by one, two, or all three detection mechanisms, i.e. the inherent protocol
detection mechanism, the serial detector mechanism and the parallel detector
mechanism. Some additional modifications were done to the code so that the simu-
lation was not terminated when one mechanism caught the error. Simulation was
aborted when either one of two conditions occurred : a) All three mechanisms caught

I

the error, or b) the protocol got hung up and a software watchdog timer timed out the
simulation. Table 2 shows some statistics regarding the upset coverage obtained by
the three detector mechanisms.

From the results it is observed that the protocol detected 84.74% of the injected
SEUs. Most of these SEUs were detected by the data word timeout mechanism in-
herent to the protocol. The undetected faults were due to two reasons : 1) either the

l
program flow was diverted such that the code dealing with the checking of the data
and status words was bypassed, or, 2) the protocol got hung up at some point. The
serial detector detected 94.92% of the injected SEUs. The parallel detector on the
other hand, detected 65.25% of the injected SEUs. Some of the SEUs were unde-
tected because they occurred at interstate boundaries.

Upset detection Latency: For a fault simulation run, the detection latency for the‘
mechanisms was calculated. The detection latency for a mechanism can be defined
as the time between the occurrence of the upset and its detection by the mechanism.

This was done by inserting display statements in the code, which displayed the time
at which the SEU was injected and the time at which each detector caught the error.

Testing end Results
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ub" 2- VPU! ¤•v•rag• of Detactlon M•chanl•ma

Detected by SerialDetectorOetected
by Parallel Detector 77 ä

Detected by Protocol 84.74
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The difference between the two time values provided the detection latency in micro-

seconds. Table 3 showsthe average detection Iatency of each detector mechanism.

The average latency for each mechanism was calculated by dividlng the sum of all

latencles of that detector by the number of transactions in which that detector had

caught an error.
V

lt is observed that the parallel detection mechanism exhibited the lowest detection

latency of 6.36 mlcroseconds. The protocol detection latency was 33.51 mlcrosec-

onds and the serial detection Iatency was the highest of all (54.36 microseconds). -

This is apparent, as the serial detector evaluates and compares signatures after the

transaction is completed, successfully or unsuccessfully.
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l
-Chapter VI

Conclusion

A microprocessor based communications system empioying the MIL-STD·1553B bus
’

protocol has been presented. A system model has been developed using the be-

haviorai and structural modeling capabilities of the HILO simulator. The effects of

_ SEUs on control registers of microprocessor based systems was studied. The 1553

model served as a testbed for our experiments. Each transaction mode of the proto-

col was representad as a series of states that a BIU must attain during execution.

· The system model was thoroughly tested for correctness and all modes of commu-

nication and all types of transactions were simulated.

SEUs that caused program flow deviations were injected into the protocol model. A

two tier upset detection schema that employed the principle of signature analysis

was proposed. A detector consists of a serial detector mechanism and a parallel

detector mechanism. Each detector monitored one BIU of the system. The serial

detector mechanism monitored each transaction as a whole, whereas the parallel
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detector mechanism monitored each state of the transaction. The parallel detector

was used to reduce thedetection latency. 118 SEUs were simulated, of which 112

were detected by the serial detector mechanism, 77 were detected by the parallelT
detector mechanism and 100 were detected by the protocol. The protocol did not

detect some of the faults, as the program flow was dlverted such that the section of

code dealing with the checking of the status and data words was bypassed. Some

of the faults were not detected by the parallel detector as the SEUs occurred at

interstate boundaries. The parallel detector exhibited the lowest detection latency

of 6.36 microseconds, thereby justlfying its usage. The protocol showed an average

latency of 33.51 us, whereas the serial detector exhibited the largest detection latency

of 54.36 us. This was apparent as not only did the serial detector check the validity

of the transaction after the transaction was completed, but it also employed a serial

analyzer.
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Appendix A I
Appendix

IIIOIIIOIIIIOIIIIIIQOIIIIIOOIIICIIIIllltltllICIQIOQIIIIIIIIIIIIOII

l·llLO MODEL OF A BUS INTERFACE UNIT (BIU)

IIIQIIlllllllltllllltltlllltlllltIIIIIOIIIIIQQQIIIIIOIIQlIlllllttlttlll

°° This code models the behavlor ol a BIU that lmplements the
MlL·STD·1 5538“

protocol. Addltlonally,event blocks that lacllitate the
lncorporatlon and
°' testlng of the lault detection mechanlsm l.e. signature analysis
have been
'° lnserted. Each event block has been asslgned an unique ID. The
code has‘
°' been partitloned Into functlonal blocks and the golden
signature of each
°' functlonal block has been determlned and stored at the
end ol the block.
°' Several dummy slgnals have been lntroduced
that abort currently running
" events at a predetermined time and trlgger
off the actlvatlon of a new
" functlonal block.

CCT TERM1(RST,D[0:15],INTRA,lNTRB,NCS,NwR,NRD,A[0:1],ENDCOMM,BC,RT,STAR
RT2RT,SERREQ,BU$Y,DBFLAG,TFLAG,SUBFLAG,ADDRESS[0:7],ADDREG[0:4],
8CFF,COMWORD[0:15],COMWORD1[0:15],lD[7:0],l<[0:7],STARTFF,NOCHK,
SlGCLR,ST,STRTSlG,REMTOREM,TRIG1,TRlG2)

8UFlF1(1,1)
STORAGEIQ1:16](D[0:15],TEMP[0:15],DCONTROL) ;

UNID NCS = NCSFF NRD = NRDFF NOCHK = NOCHKFF
NWR = NWRFF A[0:1] = AFF[0:1]
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ENDCOMM = ENDCOMMFF RST SIGCLR = SIGCLRFF STRTSIG = STRTSIGI

INPUT INTRA INTRB BC RT RTZRT START BUSY DBFLAG
TFLAG SUBFLAG ADDRESS[0:7]

ST K[0:7] TRIG1 TRIG2 ;

" Followlng ls a brlef functlonal descrlptlon of
some of the Interface plns

of the BIU

" RST · Thls ls the system reset line and on It’s
rlslng edge, the system

gets reset.
"" D[0:15] · This ls the data bus which Interfaces
the processor wlth the

Physlcal Layer Interface (PLI).“'
INTRA · Thls Is the transnitter buffer empty slgnal

from the PLI, Indlca-
tlng that another word can be sent to lt.

"' INTRB · Thls ls the recelver buffer full signal and
lt tells the processor

that It has received a word from the 1553 bus.
°' NCS · ThIs Is the chip select pln. _
" NWR · Thls Is the write pln.°‘

NRD · This Is the read pln.
" A[0:1] · Thls ls the address bus
used to access the varlous ports of the

8255s’ (PPls).°‘
ENDCQMM - Thls ls a Ilne that goes hlgh to

Indlcate the exlt from the comm-_ unlcatlon mode.
"' BC - Thls Ilne when hlgh, lndlcates to the ~
BIU that It ls a Bus Controller.“

RT · This Ilne when hlgh, lndlcates to the
BIU that lt Is a Remote Termlnal. ·
" START - Rlslng edge of this Ilne forces BIU
to enter commuinlcatlon mode.
"° RTZRT - ThIs Ilne when hlgh, lndlcates to the
BC that a RT to RT type of

transactlon ls deslred.“
SERREQ · Thls Ilne when hlgh,lndlcates _' to the RT to ask for servlce from the

BC.
'° BUSY - Thls Ilne when hlgh, lndlcates that the RT ls busy.
°° DBFLAG · When hlgh and If dynamic bus control
ls offered to the RT, the RT ‘

wlll accept lt.
'* TFLAG - In RT when high, lndlcates that the
terminal may be faulty.
"" SUBFLAG - ln RT when high, lndlcates that the
associated subsystem may be
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faulty.
*" ADDREG[0:4] · This contalns the bus address of the BIU.
°' COMWORD[0:15] · Thls contalns the command
word of the current transaction.
°' lD[7:0] · Thls contalns the ID of the event block that ls currently

' executlng.
'° K[0:7] · Thls contalns the golden signature
of the functlonal block that _ -

just completed executlon.
. " TRIG1 · Thls Is an external dummy signal that

trlggers of the executlon of
a functlonal block at a specified time.

REGISTERI1,1)

ACCUM[0:15] °° A general purpose reglster
ADDREG[0:4] = BIN 00001 LOADIF0 RST '° Bus address of the BIU
AFF[0:1] = 0 LOADIFI RST °' Port adresses of the PPIs
BCFF

”
'° lf set, Indlcates that BIU ls BC

BD = 0 LOADIFI RST "' Set on broadcast commands
BIT " Contalns results of BIT test
CHKCOMM1 = 0 LOADIF1 RST °° In BC, when set, Indlcates the last

block of the transaction
CHKCOMM2 = 0 LOADIF1 RST '° ln RT, when set, Indlcates the last

block of the transaction
CHKCOMM3 = 0 LOADIF1 RST " In RT, when set, Indlcates the last

block of the transaction
Cl·Il<REG[0:15] '° Temporary register
COMWORD1[0:15] '° In RT, contalns the current command

word
. COMWORD[0:15] '° In BC, contains the current command

word
COUNT[0:4] = 0 LOADIF0 STARTFF °° Stores the remalnlng data

words to be
transferred

DC[0:1] = 0 LOADIF0 STARTFF
‘

In BC, Indlcates the type of current
transaction

DEB = 0 LOADIF0 STARTFF
DECFLG = 0 LOADIF0 STARTFF
DF = 0 LOADIF0 STARTFF °' ln BC when set, Indlcates that a word

ls expected from RT» DONE = 0 LOADIF1 RST °° When set, indicates that another con-
tlguous word ls expected „

DSEND = 0 LOADIFI RST " In BC, used with a mode command
DR = 0 LOADIF0 STARTFF °° ln RT, Indlcates that RT has received

atleast one data word
DTA = 0 LOADIF0 STARTFF '° When reset, indicates that a word has

to be written to port A of 8255s
ENDCOMMFF *' When set, indicates that the transac-

tlon ls over
ENG = 0 LOADIF0 STARTFF " In RT, uused In mode command to Init-
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late the last block of the transactlon
ERR "' When set, Indicates an error in the

- transaction -EXP " When set, Indicates that another data
word ls expected

FLG1 = 1 LOADIF1 RST " When set, Indicates that the transmI·
ttlng buffer ol the PP|s ls empty

FLGRT3 = 0 LOADIF0 STARTFF " In RT when set, lndlcates that a com-
mand word has been received

HCK = 0 LOADIF0 STARTFF °' ln BC, used In a RT to RT transaction
ID[7:0] " Contalns the ID ol the currently exe-

cutlng event block
INADD[0:7] = 0 LOADIF0 STARTFF "° Locatlon polnter In the local RAM
IND = 0 LOADIF0 STARTFF °° When set, Indicates that the INH or

INH1 plns have to be set
INH = 0 LOADIF0 STARTFF °' When BIU transmits a word thls and

INH1 plns are set to prevent proces-
INH1 = 0 LOADIF0 STARTFF °" sing ol the same word when lt is read

ol the bus by the BIU ·
LASTCMD[0:15] " Contalns the last valid command word
LASTSTAT[0:15] '° In RT, contalns the last status word

It transamltted
MODECOM '° In RT when set, Indicates that the

current transaction ls a mode type
NCSFF "" Chlp select reglster
NOCHKFF

“
When set, Indicates that the signa-

ture ls not to be evaluated
NRDFF A "° Read register
NWRFF " Write reglster
NXT = 0 LOADIF0 STARTFF " In BC, used Ior RT to RT transaction~ OE[0:1] ~
OM = 0 LOADIF0 STARTFF '° When set, lndlcates that 32 data

words have to be transmitted
REC = 0 LOADIF0 STARTFF " In RT, set when RT has to receleve data
REMTOREM = 0 LOADIF1 RST

‘°
When set, Indlcates that RT to RT tr-

ansactlon Is In progress
- RRT[0:4] = 0 LOADIF0 STARTFF

RTFF " When set, lndlcates that BIU Is conll-
gured as a RT

SD = 0 LOADIF0 STARTFF
SDO .= 0 LOADIF0 STARTFF
SERREQFF · °' When set, lndlcates that the RT requ-

Ires servlce
SIGCLRFF = 0 LOADIF1 RST " When set, clears the LFSR of the par-

allel slgnature analyzer
SS = 1 LOADIF0 STARTFF
STA = 0 LOADIF0 STARTFF °° ln BC, used in RT to BC transaction
STARTFF = 0 LOADIF1 RST
STATUSWORD[0:15] " In BC, contalns statusword ol RT
STAT[0:15] = 0 LOADIF0 STARTFF '° In RT, contains it's statusword _
STRTSIGFF = 0 LOADIF1 RST "° When set, lnltlates parallel slg-
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nature analyzers calucations
SW = 0 LOADlF0 STARTFF
SYNCREG[0:15].
TEMP[0:15] °° Temporary register
TM = 0 LOADlF0 STARTFF °° Flag used by the BC to lnltlate

RTs' response tlmeout period
TM1 = 0 LOADIFO STARTFF °" same as above
WARN —

°° In BC when set, lndlcates that the RT”
or its subsystem Is faulty° WFLG = 0 LOAD|F0 STARTFF °" Helps PLI differentlate between words

that need a sync attached to them and
those that do not

UNID DCONTROL = NOT NCSFF AND NOT NWRFF ;

TRI D[0:15] ;

RAM(0:255) RAMA[0:15] ; °' Deflne a 16 bit, 256 word memory

DECLARATION OF PORTS OF THE IN8255AS CHIPS

Port A · Output port (Address 00)
Port B · Input port (Address 10)
Port C · (Address 01)
Control register (Address 11)

'° The following Is the section of code that deals with
the Inltiallzatlon of—
" the PPI chips. Thls ls done on the rlslng edge of
the system reset signal. '
"° The BIU ls also configured as a BC or RT here.

WHEN RST(0 TO 1) WAIT 20 DO
NRDFF = 1
NWRFF = 1
NCSFF = 1

. RAMA = 0
EVENT INITBIU ;

. WHEN INITBIU WAIT 5 DO
TEMP[0:15] = HEX 7565
AFF = BIN 11
OE = BIN 01
EVENT INITBIU1 ;

WHEN INITBIU1 WAIT 5 DO
NCSFF = 0

. EVENT INITBIU2;
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WHEN INITBIU2 WAIT 5 DO
NWRFF = 0

° EVENT INITBIU3 ;

WHEN INITBIU3 WAIT 350 DO
NWRFF = 1
EVENT INITBIU4 ;

WHEN INITBIU4 WAIT 50 DO
NCSFF = 1 .
IF OE = BIN 01 THEN

TEMP = HEX 00D0
OE = BIN 10
EVENT INITBIU1

ELSE IF OE = BIN 10 THEN 4
TEMP = HEX 0080
OE = BIN 11

_ EVENT INITBIU1
ELSE IF OE = BIN 11 THEN

TEMP = HEX 00A0
EVENT INITBIU1
OE = BIN 00

ENDIF ENDIF ENDIF;

WHEN BC(0TO1) DO
BCFF = 1
RTFF = 0
DISPLAY 'BIU 1 IS BUS CONTROLLER';

_ WHENRT(0TO1)DO
RTFF = 1
BCFF = 0
DISPLAY 'BIU 1 IS REMOTE TERMINAL';

°" RIsIng edge cf START slgnal makes BIU enter the communlcatlon mode

WHEN (START(0 TO 1) I ST(0 TO 1)) WAIT 1 DO
DISPLAY ' '
DISPLAY (TIME,,'START')
DISPLAY ' '
ERR = 0
NOCI-IKFF = 0
IF BCFF = 1 THEN

ENDCOMMFF = 0
EVENT STRTOP
STARTFF = 0
WARN = 0

ENDIF.
RAMA[0] = HEX 1481
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RAMA[1] = HEX1C82

'° In the above event block, the assumptlon was made that the words In
*' memory are put In the correct order
I.e. the command and data words are
'° arranged properly. (Thls ls done as
we cannot access the memory from the
°' waveform declaratlon flle and so
dependlng upon the type of transactlon
" deslred, we write the approprlate
command and data words In the respec·
°" tlve memory locatlons and then the source flle ls complled.

WHEN STRTOP WAIT 6 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 01
STRTSIGFF = 1· STARTFF = 1 ·

„ EVENT GETCOMWORD ;

WHEN GETCOMWORD WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 02
COMWORD = RAMA[lNADD + ADDRESS]
EVENT DECODE ;

'° In the followlng event block,
the decodlng of the command word Is done
" and flow of control passes over to the approprlate section of code.

I_
WHEN DECODE WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO

ID = HEX 03
IF RT2RT = 1 THEN

EVENT BETRT I

DISPLAY 'RT TO RT TRANSACTION INITIATED'
DC = BIN 00

ELSE IF COMWORD[6:10] = BIN 00000 I
COMWORD[6:10] = BIN 11111 THEN
EVENT MODECONTROL DC = BIN 11
DISPLAY 'MODE COMMAND |NITIATED'

ELSE IF COMWORD[5] = 1 THEN
EVENT RTTOBC DC = BIN 10
DISPLAY 'RT TO BC lNlTIATED'

ELSE IF COMWORD[5] = 0 THEN EVENT
DC = BIN 01
DISPLAY 'BC TO RT INlTIATED'

ELSE DISPLAY 'INVALID COMMAND"
FINISH

ENDIF ENDIF ENDIF ENDIF;

'° Thls sectlon of code represents the dummy slgnals that trlgger of the
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" actIvatIon of a partlcular event block.

WHEN TRIG1 (0 TO 1) DO
EVENT FAULT DISPLAY (TIME,,'SEU OCCURS')
EVENT RESTART ;

WHEN RESTART WAIT 2 DO
EVENT CMMD ;

WHEN TR|G2 (0 TO 1) DO
” °

EVENT FAULT DISPLAY (TIME,/SEU OCCURS')
EVENT RESTART1 ;

WHEN RESTART1 WAIT 2 DO
EVENT TRANSFER ;

" The lollowlng event blocks model the
asynchronous Interrupts that arrlve
"' from the PPI chlps. Signal INTRA
lndlcates that the transmitter buffer
" of the PPls Is empty and that another
word can be sent ln. INTRB golng .
°' hlgh lndlcates that a word from the
serial bus has been recelved by the
" BIU.

WHEN INTRA (0 TO 1) RESET FAULT DO
. FLG1 = 1 ;

WHEN INTRB(0 TO 1) RESET FAULT DO
IF ENDCOMMFF = 1 & BCFF = 1 THEN

DISPLAY 'BC RECEIVES UNEXPECTED WORD'
DISPLAY (TIME)

ELSE IF ENDCOMMFF = 1 & MODECOM = 1 THEN
MODECOM = 0

ENDIF
ENDCOMMFF = 0 '‘
STARTFF = 1
EVENT EVENT1

ENDIF ;

WHEN EVENT1 WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
IF INH = 0 THEN

IF INH1 = 0 THEN
IF BCFF = 1 THEN

IF DC = BIN 00 THEN
. IFHCK=0INXT=1TI·IEN „

EVENT STATVAL
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HCK = 1
ELSE EVENT CHKNEXT

· ENDIF
ELSE IF DC = BIN 01 THEN

EVENT CLRREC
ELSE IF DC = BIN 10 THEN

EVENT READDATA
ELSE IF DC = BIN 11 THEN

EVENT TKDATAIN
ENDIF ENDIF ENDIF ENDIF ENDIF' IF RTFF = 1 THEN

EVENT REMTER0
EXP = 0

ENDIF
ELSE INH1 = 0

· ENDIF
ELSE INH = 0
ENDIF ;

IIIIIIOOOOIOQIIOIIIIlIIIIOIIIIOIIQIIIIIIOIIIIIIIIIIQIIIOIIIQIIIIIIOQQ

BUS CONTROLLER TO REMOTE TERMINAL

'""
In this type of transactlon, the number

of data words to be transferred are ·
°" stored In a register (COUNT) and the
command word Is sent out, followed by
°° the required number of data words. The· RT sends back Its status word after
" receiving its data words.

WHEN BCTORT WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 05
COUNT = COMWORD[11:15]
IF COMWORD[11:15] = 0 THEN

4 OM = 1
ENDIF
EVENT WRITEOUT
EVENT (BLOCKEND STPSIG COMPARE1) ; 4

WHEN COMPARE1 WAIT 4 DO
IFNOT K = HEX 03 THEN

EVENT ABORT
ENDIF ;

" This functlonal block writes a word _
Into the port A of the PPI chips
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°° preceded by an Indlcatlon to the PPI
chips as to the status of the word
°° I.e. whether lt Is a data or command word.

WHEN WRITEOUT WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 06
STRTSIGFF = 1
IF SDO = 1 THEN

TEMP = HEX 0010
SDO = 0‘

ELSE TEMP = HEX 0090
ENDIF
AFF = BIN 11
WFLG = 1
EVENT WRITEOUT1;

WHEN WRITEOUT1 WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 07
IF WFLG = 1 & FLG1 = 0 THEN

EVENT WRITEOUT2
ELSE IF WFLG = 1 THEN .

FLG1 = 0
ENDIF
WFLG = 0
NCSFF = 0
EVENT WRITEOUT3

ENDIF ;

" Referrlng to the followlng event_ block, INH and INH1 reglsters are set so
°' that the BIU whlch Is sendlng out
words to the 1553 bus, after taklng In
°' those words does not process them.
(Note that INH1 register Is set only
'° lf more than one word Is transmltted contlgucusly).

WHEN WRITEOUT2 WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO· IF FLG1 = 1 THEN
NOSFF = 0
FLG1 = 0 IWFLG = 0
EVENT WRITEOUT3

ELSE EVENT TIMEWASTE
ENDIF ; -

WHEN WRITEOUT3 WAIT 5 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 08
IF IND = 1 THEN I —

IF INH = 0 THEN
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INH = 1
ELSE INH1 = 1

~ ENDIF
IND = 0

ENDIF
WRFF = 0
EVENT WRITEOUT4 ;

WHEN WRITEOUT4 WAIT 350 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 09
WRFF = 1
EVENT WRITEOUT5 ;

" In the following event block, events
BLOCKEND, STPSIG signal the end
" of the functlonal block, promptlng
the parallel slgnature analyzer to
" determine the slgnature of the block.
Event COMPARE2 which Is actlvated,
'° compares the obtalned parallel slgnature wlth the golden slgnature of
" the block.

WI-IEN WRITEOUT5 WAIT 50 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 0A
NCSFF = 1
IF DTA = 0 THEN

IND = 1
AFF = BIN 00
TEMP = RAMA[ADDRESS+INADD]

· DTA = 1‘
EVENT WRITEOUT1

ELSE EVENT CHCOUNT
EVENT (BLOCKEND STPSIG COMPARE2)

ENDIF ;

WHEN COMPARE2 WAIT 4 DO
IFNOT K = HEX 1F THEN .

EVENT ABORT
ENDIF ;

" In the followlng event block, the number of data words transmltted Is
'° checked and lf none remaln, the timeout period ls Initiated.

WHEN CHCOUNT WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
ID ; HEX 08
DTA = 0
IF COUNT = 0 & OM /= 1 THEN

TM = 1‘
ELSE COUNT = COUNT - 1
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INADD = INADD + 1
OM = 0

A SDO = 1
EVENT WRITEOUT

ENDIF ;

'° The next three event blocks slgnlfy
the termlnatlon of a functlonal block
" and lnitlate the calculation of the block slgnature.

WHEN BLOCKEND WAIT 3 DO
SIGCLRFF = 1
EVENT INITSIG;

WHEN INITSIG WAIT 1 DO
SIGCLRFF = 0;

WHEN STPSIG WAIT 1 DO
STRTSIGFF = 0 ;

· " Referrlng to the following event block, when the last word has been
'° sent out of port A (the output port of the PPIs) and the transmitter _
" empty signal comes back from the PLI, does the timeout period start.

WHEN FLG1(0 TO 1 ) WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
SIGCLRFF = 0
IF DC = BIN 01 &TM =1TI·IEN

EVENT BCTMOUT1
· ENDIF

IF DC = BIN 10 &TM =1TI·lEN
TEMP = COMWORD
EVENT BCTMOUT2

ENDIF
IF DC = BIN 00 THEN

IFNXT = 0&TM =1TI·IEN
TEMP = COMWORD1
EVENT BCTMOUT2

ENDIF
IFNXT= 1 &TM =1TI·IEN

EVENT BCTMOUT1
ENDIF ENDIF
IF DC = BIN 11 &TM =1Tl-IEN

EVENT BCTMOUT1
ENDIF ;

WHEN BCTMOUT1 WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 0D
STRTSIGFF = 1
IFNOT COMWORD[0:4] = BIN 11111 THEN
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EVENT INITTO1
TM = 0

· ELSE IF DC = BIN 00 THEN
EVENT FINCOMM4

ELSE EVENT FINCOMM1
ENDIF

ENDIF ;

WHEN FINCOMM4 WAIT 12000 DO
ID = HEX 10
DISPLAY ' '
DISPLAY 'TRANSACTION COMPLETED'
DISPLAY ' '
ENDCOMMFF = 1 STARTFF = 0
EVENT (BLOCKEND STPSIG COMPARE23);

WHEN COMPARE23 WAIT 4 DO _ _
IFNOT K = HEX 0A THEN

EVENT ABORT
ENDIF ;

WHEN FINCOMM1 THEN INTRB(0 TO 1)
WAIT 12000 RESET FAULT DO

ID = HEX 0E
DISPLAY

’
'

DISPLAY ' TRANSACTION COMPLETED'
DISPLAY ' '
ENDCOMMFF = 1 STARTFF = 0

· EVENT (BLOCKEND STPSIG COMPARE24) ; _

WHEN COMPARE24 WAIT 4 DO
IFNOT K = HEX 14 THEN ° _

EVENT ABORT
ENDIF ;

WHEN INITTO1 WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 0F

. · DISPLAY 'TIMEOUT PERIOD INITIATED BY BC" ·
- EVENT TIMEOUT10 ·

EVENT (BLOCKEND STPSIG COMPARE3);

WHEN COMPARE3 WAIT 4 DO
IFNOT K = HEX 15 THEN

EVENT ABORT
ENDIF ; ·
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WHEN TIMEOUT10 WAIT 40000 RESET FAULT DO
IF STEADY(INTRB,40000) THEN

DISPLAY 'RESPONSE TIMEOUT OCCURS"”
DISPLAY (TIME)
CHKCOMM1 = 1

ENDIF ;

WHEN TIMEWASTE WAIT 10 RESET FAULT DO
EVENT TIMEWASTE1 ;

WHEN TIMEWASTE1 WAIT 10 RESET FAULT DO
EVENT WRITEOUT2;

" Referrlng to the following section of code, In any transaction“
when the BIU receives a word, It first reads port C (address 01) of“
the PPIs, followed by the reading of port B. Port C contains Informa-

" tion about the status (command or data) and parity of the associated
" word and port B has the actual word.

WHEN CLRREC WAIT 4 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 12
STRTSIGFF = 1

· AFF = BIN 01
NCSFF = 0
EVENT CLRREC1 ;

WHEN CLRREC1 WAIT 5 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 13
NRDFF = 0_ EVENT CLRREC2 ;

WHEN CLRREC2 WAIT 350 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 14
NRDFF = 1
TEMP = D

_ EVENT CLRREC3 ;

WHEN CLRREC3 WAIT 50 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 15
NCSFF = 1
EVENT FORK ;

WHEN FORK WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 16
IF DTA = 0 THEN

CHKREG = TEMP
DTA = 1
AFF = BIN 10
NCSFF = 0EVENT CLRREC1 . _
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ELSE STATUSWORD = TEMP
EVENT CHECK

ENDIF ;

WHEN CHECK WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 17
IFNOT CHKREG[4] = 1 THEN

DISPLAY 'STATUSWORD EXPECTED'
DISPLAY (TIME)
ERR = 1 EVENT (BLOCKEND STPSIG)
CHKCOMM1 = 1

ELSE IFNOT CHKREG[5] = 1 THEN
DISPLAY 'PARITY ERROR'
DISPLAY (TIME)
ERR = 1 EVENT (BLOCKEND STPSIG)
CHKCOMM1 =

1ELSEEVENT CHECK1
EVENT (BLOCKEND STPSIG COMPARE4)' ENDIF ENDIF ; '

WHEN COMPARE4 WAIT 4 DO
IFNOT K = HEX CF THEN

EVENT ABORT
ENDIF;

'° In the followlng functlonal block,
varlous flelds ef the received status
" word are examlned. The address of
the RT, the status cf the message trans-‘
°° mltted by the BC, the status of the RT, ‘
the status of the subsystem attached
°' te the RT are the status word flelds
checked by the BC. Accordlngly, error
'° flags are set.

WHEN CHECK1 WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 18
STRTSIGFF = 1· DTA = 0 · IIFDC= 0&SDO = 1THENSDO = 0
IFNOT STATUSWORD[0:4] XOR COMWORD1[0:4] = 0

THEN DISPLAY 'ERROR IN TRANSMITTING_ DISPLAY (TIME)
ERR = 1 CHKCOMM1 = 1

ELSE EVENT CHECK2
ENDIF

E ELSE IFNOT STATUSWORD[0:4] XOR COMWORD[0:4]
THEN DISPLAY 'ERROR IN RT ADDRESS'V

DISPLAY (TIME)
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ERR =1 CHKCOMM1 = 1 ’
EVENT (BLOCKEND STPSIG)

_ ELSE EVENT CHECK2
ENDIF ENDIF;

WHEN CHECK2 WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 19
IF STATUSWORD[5] = 1 THEN

DISPLAY 'MESSAGE ERROR'
DISPLAY (TIME)
ERR = 1 CHKCOMM1 = 1
EVENT (BLOCKEND STPSIG)

ENDIF
IF STATUSWORD[12] = 1 THEN

DISPLAY 'REMOTE TERMINAL BUSY'
ERR =1 CHKCOMM1 = 1

. EVENT (BLOCKEND STPSIG)
ENDIF

· EVENT CHECK3 ;

WHEN CHECK3 WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 1A
IF STATUSWORD[7] = 1 THEN
DISPLAY 'REMOTE TERMINAL REQUIRES SERVICE'

SERREQFF = 1
ENDIF
IF STATUSWORD[13] = 1 THEN

DISPLAY 'SUBSYSYTEM FLAG SET'
WARN = 1 __

ENDIF
_ IF STATUSWORD[15] = 1 THEN

DISPLAY 'TERMINAL FLAG SET'
WARN = 1

ENDIF
EVENT CHECK4 ;

WHEN CHECK4 WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 1B
IF DC = BIN 11 THEN

EVENT CHECK5
ELSE IF DC = BIN 01 I NXT‘= 1 THEN

CHKCOMM1 = 1
ENDIF
EVENT (BLOCKEND STPSIG COMPARE5)

ENDIF ;

WHEN COMPARES WAIT 4 DO
IFNOT K = HEX 8B THEN

_ EVENT ABORT
_ ENDIF ;
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" In the event of a dynamlc bus control command to RT, the followlng
"' event block checks the bus transfer flag In the RT's status word to
"° ascertaln the RT': response. If posltlve, the BC's control flags are
" changed accordlngly.

WHEN CHECK5 WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 1C
IF COMWORD[11:15] = 0 THEN

IF TEMP[14] = 1 THEN
DISPLAY 'BUS CONTROL ACCEPTED BY RT'
BCFF = 0 RTFF = 1
DISPLAY 'BIU 1 IS REMOTE TERMINAL'

ELSE DISPLAY 'BUS CONTROL REJECTED BY RT'. ENDIF ENDIF
IF DF = 0 THEN

CHKCOMM1 = 1
ELSE EXP = 1
ENDIF
EVENT (BLOCKEND STPSIG COMPARE25);

· WHEN COMPARE25 WAIT 4 DO
IFNOT K = HEX 63 THEN

EVENT ABORT
ENDIF ;

WHEN EXP(0 TO 1) WAIT 26100 DO
IF STEADY(INTRB,26100) THEN

DISPLAY(TIME,"’DATA TIMEOUT')‘
· ENDCOMMFF = 1 STARTFF = 0

ENDIF;

'° The follovvlng functlonal block checks
the ERR flag and dlsplays the appr-
°' oprlate message. Thls ls followed by
the slgnalllng of the end of the
" transaction (ENDCOMMFF=1). Thls slgnal I
also prompts the serial signature
" analyzer to determine the serlal
slgnature of the transaction.

. WHEN CHKCOMM1 (0 TO 1) WAIT 4 RESET FAULT DOID = HEX1F -
STRTSIGFF = 1
IF ERR = 1 THEN

DISPLAY 'TRANSACTION UNSUCCESSFUL'
_ DISPLAY (TIME) _

ELSE DISPLAY ' ' ,
· DISPLAY 'TRANSACTION SUCCESSFUL'
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DISPLAY ' '
ENDIF

. EVENT DELTRANS ;

WHEN DELTRANS WAIT 12000 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 20
ENDCOMMFF = 1
STARTFF = 0
EVENT (BLOCKEND STPSIG COMPARE6) ;

WHEN COMPARE6 WAIT 4 DO
IFNOT K = HEX 1E THEN

EVENT ABORT
ENDIF ;

‘
WHEN ABORT DO

DISPLAY 'BLOCK SIGNATURE |NCORRECT'
DISPLAY (T|ME,,'PARALLEL DETECTOR

ERROR')REMOTETERMINAL TO BUS CONTROLLER

" ln thls type of transactlon, after the value of number of words to be
°° transmltted ls stored by the BC, the command word ls sent out. The BC
°° then walts for the status word to come from the corresponding RT.When— “

the BC valldates the status word,it stores the data words in the RAM.
" The communlcatlon mode ls then exlted.

WHEN RTTOBC WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 22
COUNT = COMWORD[11:15]
IF COMWORD[11:15] = 0 THEN

OM = 1
ENDIF
EVENT (SENDOUT BLOCKEND STPSIG COMPARE10) ;

WHEN COMPARE10 WAIT 4 DO
IFNOT K = HEX 24 THEN

EVENT ABORT
ENDIF;

'° The followlng functlonal block wrltes out a conmand word to the PPIs
I

°° to be transmltted.
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WHEN SENDOUT WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
~ ID = HEX 23

STRTSIGFF = 1
TEMP,= HEX 0090
AFF = BIN 11
WFLG = 1
EVENT SENDOUT1;

WHEN SENDOUT1 WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 24 '
IF WFLG = 1 & FLG1 = 0 THEN

EVENT SENDOUT2
ELSE IF WFLG = 1 THEN

FLG1 = 0
ENDIF ·WFLG = 0

NCSFF = 0
EVENT SENDOUT3

ENDIF ;

WHEN SENDOUT2 WAIT 1 RESET FAULT DO
IF FLG1 = 1 THEN

NCSFF = 0 ‘

FLG1 = 1
WFLG = 0
EVENT SENDOUT3

ELSE EVENT WAITFLG
ENDIF ;

· WHEN WAITFLG WAIT 10 RESET FAULT DO
EVENT WAITFLG1 ;

WHEN WAITFLG1 WAIT 10 RESET FAULT DO
EVENT SENDOUT2;

WHEN SENDOUT3 WAIT 5 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 25
IF IND = 1 THEN _

IF INH = 0 THEN
INH = 1

ELSE INH1 = 1
ENDIF
IND = 0

_ ENDIF
NWRFF = 0
EVENT SENDOUT4 ;

WHEN SENDOUT4 WAIT 350 RESET FAULT DO‘
ID = HEX 26
NWRFF = 1
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EVENT SENDOUT5 ;

WHEN SENDOUT5 WAIT 50 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 27
NCSFF = 1
IF DTA = 0 THEN

IND = 1
AFF = BIN 00
DTA = 1
TEMP = RAMA[ADDRESS + INADD]
EVENT SENDOUT1

ELSE TM = 1 DTA = 0
EVENT (BLOCKEND STPSIG COMPARE11)

ENDIF;

WHEN COMPARE11 WAIT 4 DO
IFNOT K = HEX 52 THEN

EVENT ABORT
ENDIF ;

°° In the followlng functlonal block, a
response tImeout perlod Is Inltlated.‘°

If the status word from the RT does
not arrfve wlthln the stlpulated
" tlme, a tlmeout error Is slgnalled.

WHEN BCTMOUT2 WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 28
STRTSIGFF = 1

„ IFNOT TEMP[0:4] = BIN 11111 THEN
EVENT INITTO2
TM = 0

ELSE EVENT FINCOMM2
ENDIF ; ·

WHEN F|NCOMM2 THEN |NTRB(0 TO 1) WAIT 3 RESET
ID = HEX 29 .° DISPLAY 'INVALID COMMAND WORD'
DISPLAY (TIME)
ERR = 1 CHKCOMM2 = 1 _
EVENT (BLOCKEND STPSIG);

WHEN INITTO2 WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 2A
DISPLAY 'TIMEOUT PERIOD INITIATED BY BC" ·

_ EVENT TIMEOUT10
EVENT (BLOCKEND STPSIG COMPARE12);

”
WHEN COMPARE12 WAIT 4 DO
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IFNOT K = HEX 7A THEN
EVENT ABORT

ENDIF ;

" The followlng functlonal block reads
In the received word from the 8255s,
" determlnes whether It Is a status word
or data word and signals an error
" If there Is one present.

WHEN READDATA WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 2D
STRTSIGFF = 1
AFF = BIN 01
NCSFF = 0' EVENT READDATA1 ;

WHEN READDATA1 WAIT 5 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 2E
NRDFF = 0
EVENT READDATA2 ;

. WHEN READDATA2 WAIT 350 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 2F
NRDFF = 1
TEMP = D
EVENT READDATA3 ;

WHEN READDATA3 WAIT 50 RESET FAULT DO
. ID = HEX 30

NCSFF = 1 ~
EVENT READPORTC ;

WHEN READPORTC WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 31‘
IF DTA = 0 THEN

DTA = 1 CHKREG = TEMP AFF = BIN 10
NCSFF = 0
EVENT READDATA1

· ELSE IF STA = 0 THEN EVENT SYNCSTAT
ELSE EVENT SYNCDATA

ENDIF ENDIF ;

WHEN SYNCSTAT WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 32
DTA =0 STA = 1
STATUSWORD = TEMP
IF CHKREG[4] = 0 THEN

DISPLAY "STATUSWORD EXPECTED'
DISPLAY (TIME)
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ERR = 1 CHKCOMM1 = 1
EVENT (BLOCKEND STPSIG)

_ ELSE IFNOT CHKREG[5] = 1 THEN
ERR = 1 CHKCOMM1 = 1
EVENT (BLOCKEND STPSIG)· DISPLAY 'PARITY ERROR'
DISPLAY (TIME)

ELSE EVENT CHECK1
EVENT (BLOCKEND STPSIG COMPARE13)

ENDIF ENDIF;

WHEN COMPARE13 WAIT 4 DO
IFNOT K = HEX 10 THEN

EVENT ABORT
ENDIF ;

WHEN SYNCDATA WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
IO = HEX 33
OTA = 0
IF CI·IKREG[4] = 1 THEN

DISPLAY 'DATAWORD EXPECTED'
DISPLAY (TIME)
ERR = 1 CHKCOMM1 = 1
EVENT (BLOCKEND STPSIG)

ELSE IFNOT CHKREG[5] = 1 THEN
DISPLAY 'PARITY ERROR"

V DISPLAY (TIME)
ERR = 1 CHKCOMM1 = 1
EVENT (BLOCKEND STPSIG)

ELSE EVENT STOREDATA_ EVENT (BLOCKEND STPSIG COMPARE14)
ENDIF ENDIF ;

WHEN COMPARE14 WAIT 4 DO
IFNOT K = HEX 11 THEN

. EVENT ABORT
„ ENDIF ;

· " The IoIIowIng IunctIonaI block determlnes the number of data words‘°
recelved and stores the these data words at the desired RAM address.

WHEN STOREDATA WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
IO = HEX 34
STRTSIGFF = 1
COUNT = COUNT · BIN 00001
IFOM=1THENOM=0 ' I
ENDIF ,
EVENT VERCOUNT; „
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WHEN VERCOUNT WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 35

1 IF COUNT = 0 THEN ·
CHKCOMM1 = 1

ELSE EXP = 1
ENDIF
EVENT (BLOCKEND STPSIG COMPARE15) ;

WHEN COMPARE15 WAIT 4 DO
IFNOT K = HEX 5D THEN

EVENT ABORT
ENDIF ;

IIOOIIOOIIIIQIIQIIOQIIIQIIIIIIIOIIIIIIOIOIQQIIIIIQIOIIIIOIIIIIlttthtll

REMOTE TERMINAL TO REMOTE TERMINAL ·

IQOIIIQOIIIIQIOIIIIIOQIIIIIIOIIIlllllllllIQIIIIIIIQQIIOIIQItltllltlltlt

'* In the RT to RT type of transactlon,
the flrst two words of the RAM are
°' treated as command words, the flrst
one ls sent out to the recelvlng RT
" and the second one ls sent out to
the transmlttlng RT. The BC then walts
°° for the status word from the transmlttlng
RT and then monltors the data
"' words that are belng transmltted by
the transmlttlng RT. After the
°' requlslte number of data words are

~ transmltted, the BC walts for the status ·
'° word from the recelvlng RT. Both status
words are valldated and the end of
'° the transactlon Is slgnalled as usual.

WHEN BETRT WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 3A
COUNT = COMWORD[11:15]
EVENT (EXODUS BLOCKEND STPSIG COMPARE20);

WHEN COMPARE20 WAIT 4 DO
IFNOT K = HEX 3C THEN

EVENT ABORT
”

ENDIF;

°° In the following functlonal block,
the command words to the transmlttlng
'° and recelvlng RTs are sent out

’
contlguously and the BC then awalts the
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'° arrlval of the status word from the transmitting RT.

WHEN EXODUS WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 38
STRTSIGFF = 1
TEMP = HEX 0090
AFF = BIN 11
WFLG = 1
EVENT EXODUS1 ;

WHEN EXODUS1 WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 3C
IF WFLG = 1 & FLG1 = 0 THEN

EVENT EXODUS2
ELSE IF WFLG = 1 THEN

FLG1 = 0
ENDIF
WFLG = 0
NCSFF = 0
EVENT EXODUS3

ENDIF;

WHEN EXODUS2 WAIT 1 RESET FAULT DO
IF FLG1 = 1 THEN

NCSFF = 0
FLG1 = 0
WFLG = 0
EVENT EXODUS3

ELSE EVENT TIMEFRIT
. ENDIF ;

WHEN EXODUS3 WAIT 5 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 3D
IF IND = 1 THEN

IF INH = 0 THEN
INH = 1

ELSE INH1 = 1
ENDIF
IND = 0

ENDIF .
NWRFF = 0
EVENT EXODUS4 ;

WHEN EXODUS4 WAIT 350 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 3E
NWRFF = 1

· EVENT EXODUS5 ;

WHEN EXODUS5 WAIT 50 RESET FAULT DO .
ID = HEX 3F
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NCSFF = 1
IF DTA = 0 THEN

· · DTA = 1
TEMP = RAMA[lNADD + ADDRESS]
IND = 1 AFF = BIN 00
INADD = INADD + 1
EVENT EXODUS1

ELSE EVENT COMPART1
EVENT (BLOCKEND STPSIG COMPARE21)

ENDIFWHEN

COMPARE21 WAIT 4 DO
IFNOT K = HEX D5 THEN

EVENT ABORT
ENDIF;

WHEN COMPART1 WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 40
DTA = 0
IF SDO = 0 THEN

SDO = 1
COMWORD1 = RAMA[lNADD + ADDRESS] -
EVENT EXODUS

ELSE TM = 1
ENDIF ;

WHEN TIMEFRIT WAIT 10 RESET FAULT DO
EVENT TIMEFRIT1 ;

‘
WHEN TIMEFRIT1 WAIT 10 RESET FAULT DO

EVENT EXODUS2;
°‘

The followlng functlonal block reads In the word from ports B of
" the 8255s and verlfies that it ls in fact a status word with the
'° correct parity.

WHEN STATVAL WAIT 5 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 44
STRTSIGFF = 1
AFF = BIN 01
NCSFF = 0
EVENT STATVAL1 ;

WHEN STATVAL1 WAIT 5 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 45
NRDFF = 0
EVENT STATVAL2 ;

WI-IEN STATVAL2 WAIT 350 RESET FAULT DO
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‘
ID = HEX 46
NRDFF = 1

4 TEMP = D
EVENT STATVAL3 ;

WHEN STATVAL3 WAIT 50 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 47
NCSFF = 1
EVENT STATVAL4;

WHEN STATVAL4 WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 48
IF DTA = 0 THEN

CHKREG = TEMP‘
AFF = BIN 10
DTA = 1 NCSFF = 0
EVENT STATVAL1

ELSE STATUSWORD = TEMP
EVENT STATVAL5

ENDIF ;

WHEN STATVAL5 WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 49

IFNOT CHKREG[4] = 1 THEN
DISPLAY 'STATUSWORD EXPECTED'
DISPLAY (TIME)
ERR = 1 CHKCOMM1 = 1
EVENT (BLOCKEND STPSIG)

ELSE IFNOT CHKREG[5] = 1 THEN
· · DISPLAY 'WORD INVALID'

DISPLAY (TIME)
ERR = 1 CHKCOMM1 = 1
EVENT (BLOCKEND STPSIG)

ELSE EVENT (CHECK1 BLOCKEND STPSIG COMPARE22)
ENDIF

ENDIF ;

WHEN COMPARE22 WAIT 4 DO
· IFNOT K = HEX AF THEN ‘

‘ EVENT ABORT
ENDIF ;

e
" The followlng functlonal block counts
the number of data words transferred
°' between the RTs and when the stlpulated
number of data words are transf-
" erred, the BC, If necessary, starts a
tlmeout perlod for the arrlval of
" the status word from the RT.
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. WHEN CHKNEXT WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 4A
COUNT = COUNT • 1
EVENT CHKNEXT1 ;

WHEN CHKNEXT1 WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO gID = HEX 48
. IF COUNT = 0 THEN

EVENT BCTMOUT1
DTA = 0
NXT = 1

ELSE EXP = 1
ENDIF ;

IIIIIIOIIIIIOIIQIIIIIOIIIIOIIIOICIIDQIIIIIIIIIIIOIOIIIQIIIQIIIOIIQOI

. MODE CONTROL COMMANDS

IIIIIIIIIIOQIIIIllllftlllllDIIIIIIOIIODIlll!IIIIOOQIIIIOIIIIIIIIIIIOI

WHEN MODECONTROL WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 65
CASE COMWORD[11:15],
00000 ·DISPLAY 'COMMAND : BUS CONTROL TRANSFER',
00001 ·DISPLAY 'COMMAND : SYNCHRONIZE',
00010 ·DISPLAY 'COMMAND : TRANSMIT STATUSWORD', _
00011 ·DISPLAY 'COMMAND : INITIATE SELF TEST" ,
00110 ·DISPLAY 'COMMAND : INHIBIT TERM FLAG',

~ 00111 ·DISPLAY 'COMMAND : OVERRIDE INBIT FLAG',
01000 ·DISPLAY 'COMMAND : RESET TERMINAL',
10000 ·DISPLAY 'COMMAND : TRANSMIT VECTORWORD'

DF = 1,
10001 ·DISPLAY 'COMMAND : SYNCHRONIZE WITH DATA'

DSEND = 1,
10010 ·DISPLAY 'COMMAND : TRANSMIT LAST COMMAND'

DF = 1,
10011 ·DISPLAY 'COMMAND : TRANSMIT BIT WORD'

DF = 1,
ENDCASE

EVENT ( WORDEXIT BLOCKEND STPSIG COMPARE26) ;

WHEN COMPARE26 WAIT 4 DO
V

IFNOT K = HEX 63 THEN
EVENT ABORT

ENDIF ;

°° The following functlonal block encodes
the transmisslon of a word to the
°' 8255s, preceded by an lndlcatlon of its _
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status (cemmand or data) to the
" 8255 chlps.

WHEN WORDEXIT WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 66
STRTSIGFF = 1
IF SDO = 1 THEN

TEMP = HEX 0010
SDO = 0

ELSE TEMP = HEX 0090
ENDIF
AFF = BIN 11‘
WFLG = 1
EVENT WORDEXIT1 ;

WHEN WORDEXIT1 WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 67
IF WFLG = 1 & FLG1 = 0 THEN ·

EVENT WORDEXIT2
ELSE IF WFLG = 1 THEN

FLG1 = 0
ENDIF° WFLG = 0
NCSFF = 0
EVENT WORDEXIT3

ENDIF ;

WHEN WORDEXIT2 WAIT 1 RESET FAULT DO
IF FLG1 = 1 THEN

. NCSFF = 0
FLG1 = 1
WFLG = 0
EVENT WORDEXIT3

ELSE EVENT WASTETIME
ENDIF ;

WHEN WORDEXIT3 WAIT 5 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 68
IF IND = 1 THEN

_ IF INH = 0 THEN
. INH = 1 ·

ELSE INH1 = 1
ENDIF

° IND = 0
ENDIF I
NWRFF = 0
EVENT WORDEXIT4 ;

WHEN WORDEXIT4 WAIT 350 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 69
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NWRFF = 1
EVENT WORDEXIT5 ;

WHEN WORDEXIT5 WAIT 50 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 6A
NCSFF = 1
IF DTA = 0 THEN

IND = 1’
DTA = 1
AFF = BIN 00
TEMP = RAMA[ADDRESS + INADD]
EVENT WORDEXIT1

ELSE EVENT (MODEDEC BLOCKEND STPSIG COMPARE27)
ENDIF ;

WHEN COMPARE27 WAIT 4 DO .
IFNOT K = HEX D1 THEN

EVENT ABORT
ENDIF ;

°° Thls event block determlnes If the
mode command transmltted has to have a
°' data word sent along wlth It and lf
so, lt Invokes the prevlous functlonal
'° block to carry out the transmlssion.

WHEN MODEDEC WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 68 „
DTA = 0

. IF DSEND = 1 THEN
DSEND = 0 ·
SDO = 1
EVENT WORDEXIT

ELSE TM = 1
ENDIF ;

WHEN WASTETIME WAIT 10 RESET FAULT DO
EVENT WASTETIME1 ;

WHEN WASTETIME1 WAIT 10 RESET FAULT DO
EVENT WORDEXIT2 ;

°° In the followlng functlonal block, data from the 8255s ls read In
'° and Its parlty and type (status or data) ls determined.

WHEN TKDATAIN WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 6F

_ DTA = 0
STRTSIGFF = 1
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AFF = BIN 01
NCSFF = 0

_ EVENT TKDATAIN1;

WHEN TKDATAIN1 WAIT 5 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 70
NRDFF = 0
EVENT TKDATAIN2;

WHEN TKDATAIN2 WAIT 350 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 71
NRDFF = 1
TEMP = D
EVENT TKDATAIN3;

WHEN TKDATAIN3 WAIT 50 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 72
NCSFF = 1

· EVENT TKDATAIN4;

WHEN TKDATAIN4 WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 73
IF DTA = 0 THEN

DTA = 1 CHKREG = TEMP
AFF = BIN 10 NCSFF = 0
EVENT TKDATAIN1

ELSE IF STA = 0 THEN
EVENT VERSTAT

ELSE EVENT VERDATA
ENDIF ENDIF;

WHEN VERSTAT WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 74
DTA = 0 STA = 1
STATUSWORD = TEMP
IF CI·IKREG[4] = 0 THEN

DISPLAY 'STATUSWORD EXPECTED'
DISPLAY (TIME)

ERR = 1 CHKCOMM1 = 1 EVENT (BLOCKEND STPSIG)
ELSE IFNOT CHKREG[5] = 1 THEN

ERR = 1 CHKCOMM1 = 1
EVENT (BLOCKEND STPSIG)
DISPLAY 'PARITY ERROR"
DISPLAY (TIME)

ELSE EVENT VERSTAT1
IEVENT (BLOCKEND STPSIG COMPARE28)

ENDIF ENDIF ;

WHEN COMPARE28 WAIT 4 DO
·IFNOT K = HEX 6E THEN I

‘
EVENT ABORT
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ENDIF ;

_ WHEN VERSTAT1 WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 75
IF COMWORD[11:15] = BIN 00010 THEN

ACCUM = TEMP
CHKCOMM1 = 1

ELSE EVENT CHECK1
ENDIF ;

" If the recelved word ls a data word, It ls stored at the deslred RAM
'° locatlon and the end of transaction functlonal block ls Invoked.

WHEN VERDATA WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 76
DTA = 0
IF CI·IKREG[4] = 1 THEN

DISPLAY 'DATAWORD EXPECTED'‘
DISPLAY (TIME)

ERR = 1 CHKCOMM1 = 1 EVENT (BLOCKEND STPSIG)
ELSE IFNOT CI·IKREG[5] = 1 THEN

DISPLAY 'PARITY ERROR'
DISPLAY (TIME)
ERR = 1 CHKCOMM1 = 1
EVENT (BLOCKEND STPSIG)

ELSE RAMA[ADDRESS + INADD] = TEMP
CHKCOMM1 = 1
EVENT (BLOCKEND STPSIG COMPARE29)

ENDIF ENDIF ;

WHEN COMPARE29 WAIT 4 DO -IFNOT K = HEX 6C THENEVENT ABORT .
ENDIF ;

REMOTE TERMINAL POINT OF VIEW

°° The followlng sectlon of code represents the operatlon of the BIU“
when It ls configured as a remote terminal.

WHEN INITLIZE1 WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 90
IF WFLG = 1 THEN

IF FLG1 = 1 THEN
NCSFF = 0
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EVENT INITLIZE2
FLG1 = 0

· WFLG = 0
ELSE EVENT TRANSWAIT

ENDIF
ELSE NCSFF = 0

EVENT INITLIZE2
ENDIF ;

WHEN INITLIZE2 WAIT 5 RESET FAULT DO
ID =° HEX 91 -
IF IND = 1 THEN

IF INH = 0 THEN
INH = 1

ELSE INH1 = 1
· ENDIF ~

IND = 0
ENDIF
NWRFF = 0
EVENT INITLIZE3 ;

WHEN INITLIZE3 WAIT 350 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 92‘
NWRFF = 1 ‘
EVENT INITLIZE4 ;

WHEN INITLIZE4 WAIT 50 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 93
NCSFF = 1
IF SW = 1 THEN

· EVENT SENDSTATUS
ELSE EVENT (BLOCKEND STPSIG COMPRT4)
ENDIF ;

WHEN COMPRT4 WAIT 4 DO
_ IFNOT K = HEX D5 THEN

EVENT ABORT
ENDIF ;

" The RT whlch Is constantly llstenlng to the bus, reads In any word
" that It senses on the bus and verlfles the validity of the word, as
" Is also type (command or data).

WHEN REMTER0 WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 95
STRTSIGFF = 1
ERR = 0_ NOCHKFF = 0
AFF = BIN 01
NCSFF = 0
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EVENT REMTER1 ;

. WHEN REMTER1 WAIT 5 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 96
NRDFF = 0
EVENT REMTER2 I

WHEN REMTER2 WAIT 350 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 97
NRDFF = 1
TEMP = D
EVENT REMTER3 ;

WHEN REMTER3 WAIT 50 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 98
NCSFF = 1
EVENT FORKRT ;

WHEN FORKRT WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 99
IF DTA = 0 THEN

CHKREG = TEMP
AFF = BIN 10
NCSFF = 0
DTA = 1
EVENT REMTER1

ELSE EVENT REMTER4
ENDIF ;

WHEN REMTER4 WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO· ID = HEX 9A
IF CI·|KREG[4] = 1 THEN

DISPLAY 'COMMAND WORD SYNC RECEIVED'
FLGRT3 = 1

ELSE DISPLAY 'DATA WORD SYNC RECEIVED'
FLGRT3 = 0

ENDIF
EVENTREMTER5WHEN

REMTER5 WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
. ID = HEX 98 „

IFNOT CHKREG[5] = 1 THEN
DISPLAY ' WORD INVALID '

I
DISPLAY (TIME)
ERR = 1 CHKCDMM3 = 1
EVENT (BLOCKEND STPSIG)
STAT[5] = 1

ELSE EVENT BRANCH
ENDIF ; .

WHEN BRANCH WAIT 3 RESET FAULT
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ID = I~IEX 9C
IF FLGRT3 = 1 THEN

_ IF MODECOM = 1 & COMWORD1[11:15] = BIN 10001
THEN DISPLAY 'DATA WORD EXPECTED"
DISPLAY (TIME)
STAT[5] =1 ERR = 1
CHKCOMM3 = 1 EVENT (BLOCKEND STPSIG)

ELSE EVENT CMMD
ENDIF

ELSE EVENT DATAR
ENDIF‘
EVENT (BLOCKEND STPSIG COMPRT1) ;

WHEN COMPRT1 WAIT 4 DO
IFNOT K = I·IEX 20 THEN

EVENT ABORT
ENDIF ;

"' If the word read In Is a command word,
the address within It Is compared to
'° the RTs address. II the command Is not
meant for the RT, the RT sets the ME .
" bit In Its status word to 1 and ignores the command word.

WHEN CMMD WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX 9F
STRTSIGFF = 1_ IF DEB = 0 THEN

IFNOT TEMP[0:4] = ADDREG I TEMP[0:4] = 1
. THEN ERR = 1 STAT[5] = 1

- NOCHKFF = 1
CHKCOMM3 = 1 EVENT (BLOCKEND STPSIG)

DISPLAY 'NOT MY ADDRESS"
ELSE EVENT CMMD1
ENDIF

ELSE EVENT RTTRANS
ENDIF ;

· " Once a valid command Is recognized,
the RT updates Its status word with
°° data regarding Its availlbility,
Its own condition and that of its associated
" subsystem, as weII as any service request to the BC.

WHEN CMMD1 WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX A0
IF TEMP[0:4] = BIN 11111 THEN

BD = 1 ·
ENDIF

‘
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IF BUSY = 1 THEN
STAT[12] = 1

_ EVENT BUSYSTAT
ELSE IF TFLAG = 1 THEN

STAT[15] = 1
ENDIF
IF SUBFLAG = 1 THEN

STAT[13] = 1
ENDIF
IF SERREQ = 1 THEN

STAT[7] = 1
ENDIF
COMWORD1 = TEMP
STAT[0:4] = ADDREG
DEB = 1
DTA = 0
EVENT DECTRANS

ENDIF ;

WHEN BUSYSTAT WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
ID = I-IEX A1
LASTSTAT = STAT
CHKREG = STAT
DONE = 1
DISPLAY 'RT IS BUSY'
IFNOT BD = 1 THEN_ EVENT TRANSFER
ELSE CHKCOMM3 = 1
ENDIF
EVENT (BLOCKEND STPSIG) ;

WHEN DECTRANS WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX A2
IFNOT BUSY = 1 THEN

IF TEMP[6:15] = BIN 0000010010 I
TEMP[6:15] = BIN 1111110010 THEN
LASTCMD = TEMP I

ENDIF
EVENT DECIDERT

ENDIF ;

·*° In the followlng event block,the recelved command word is decoded and
°° dependlng upon the type of transaction requIred,control passes to the
°' appropriate sectlon of code.

WHEN DECIDERT WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
. ID = HEX A3

LASTSTAT = STAT
· IF COMWORD1[6:10] =BIN 00000 I
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COMWORD1[6:10] = BIN 11111 THEN
EVENT MODECOMM

. MODECOM = 1
ELSE IF COMWORD1[5] = 1 THEN° EVENT RTEMIT

ELSE REC = 1
EVENT RTRECEIVE

ENDIF ENDIF
DTA = 0;

" Event blocks RTTRANS and RTTRANS1
deal wlth the lnltlal stages of a RT“

to RT type of transaction Ior a
recelvlng RT. The recelvlng RT gets the
'° command from the BC and It Ilstens
to the BC send a command word to the -“

transmlttlng RT and that RTs response.
It then ls prepared to accept the
" data words sent by the transsnlttlng RT. ‘

· WHEN RTTRANS WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DOID = HEX A6 _
IF DR = 0 THEN

IF BD = 1 & TEMP[0:4] = ADDREG THEN
COUNT = COMWORD1[11:15]
REMTOREM = 1
BD = 0 DTA = 0
CHKREG = STAT
COMWORD1 = TEMP

a DISPLAY "TRANSMITTING RT : RT TO RT STARTED'
IF COMWORD1[11:15] = 0 THEN

OM = 1
ENDIF
EVENT DISPATCH
EVENT (BLOCKEND STPSIG COMPRT23)

ELSE EVENT RTTRANS1
ENDIF

ELSE ERR = 1 ENDCOMMFF = 1 STARTFF = 0
ENDIF ;

WHEN COMPRT23 WAIT 4 DO
IFNOT K = HEX F1 THEN

EVENT ABORT
ENDIF;

WHEN RTTRANS1 WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX A7‘ IF REMTOREM = 1 & TEMP[0:4] = RRT THEN

RRT = 0 DTA = 0
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EVENT (BLOCKEND STPSIG COMPRT20)
ELSE IF DECFLG = 0 & REC = 1 &

_ ADDREGI = TEMP[0:4] & TEMP[5] = 1
THEN REMTOREM = 1 DECFLG = 1 DTA = 0

RRT = TEMP[0:4]
DISPLAY 'RECEIVING RT TO RT START'

EVENT (BLOCKEND STPSIG COMPRT20)
ELSE CHKCOMM3 = 1 EVENT (BLOCKEND STPSIG)

ENDIF ENDIF ;

WHEN COMPRT20 WAIT 4 DO
IFNOT K = HEX 2C THEN

EVENT ABORT
ENDIF;

°° In the Iollowlng Iunctlonal block, .
It Is determlned II a data word was
" expected and II so, the data word

‘

Is stored In the deslred RAM Iocatlon.‘°
Followlng thIs, the count register Is decremented.

WHEN DATAR WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX A8
STRTSIGFF = 1
IF DEB = 1 THEN

EVENT INDATA
DECFLG = 1
DR = 1

. ELSE CHKCOMM3 = 1 EVENT (BLOCKEND STPSIG)
DISPLAY 'RT RECEIVES UNEXPECTED WORD" '
DISPLAY (TIME)
NOCHKFF = 1

ENDIF ; '

WHEN RTRECEIVE WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX A9”
COUNT = COMWORD1[11:15]
EXP = 1

_ EVENT (BLOCKEND STPSIG COMPRT2) ; .

WHEN COMPRT2 WAIT 4 DO
IFNOT K = HEX 12 THEN _

EVENT ABORT
ENDIF ;

WHEN INDATA WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO ·ID = HEXAAIF
MODECOM = 1 & COMWORD1[11:15] = BIN 10001
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THEN EVENT SYNCDATRT1
DTA = 0

ELSE RAMA[INADD + ADDRESS] = TEMP
INADD = INADD + BIN 00001
COUNT = COUNT • BIN 00001
DTA = 0
EVENT MONCOUNT

ENDIF
EVENT (BLOCKEND STPSIG COMPRT3) ;

WHEN COMPRT3 WAIT 4 DO
IFNOT K = HEX 93 THEN

EVENT ABORT
ENDIF ;

'° Here, ll the required number of data ‘
words have been recelved and lf the
" command was not a broadcast, the RT
branches to that section of code res-
°' ponslble Ior transmlttlng the status word.

WHEN MONCOUNT WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX AB
IF COUNT = 0 THEN

IFNOT BD = 1 THEN
EVENT SENDSTATUS

ELSE CHKCOMM3 = 1
ENDIF ~— ELSE EXP = 1

ENDIF ;

'° The followlng Iunctlonal block ls
responsible for transmlttlng the status
" word of the RT. The word ls written
out to port A of the 8255s, preceded
'° by an lndlcatlon that the status sync has to be transmltted.

WHEN SENDSTATUS WAIT 4 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX AC
STRTSIGFF = 1
IF SS = 1 THEN

TEMP = HEX 0090
AFF = BIN 11
SS = 0 Sw = 1
EVENT INITLIZE1

ELSE WFLG = 1
IND = 1
TEMP = STAT ·
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AFF = BIN 00
EVENT INITLIZE1_ Sw = 0
CHKCOMM2 = 1

ENDIF ;

WHEN TRANSWAIT WAIT 10 RESET FAULT DO
EVENT TRANSWAIT1 ;

WHEN TRANSWAIT1 WAIT 10 RESET FAULT DO
EVENT SENDSTATUS ;

WHEN RTEMIT WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX B1
IF COMWORD1[0:4] = BIN 11111 & BD = 0 THEN

STAT[5] = 1 ERR = 1 CHKCOMM3 = 1
I EVENT (BLOCKEND STPSIG)

ELSE IF COMWORD1[11:15] = 0 THEN· OM = 1
ENDIF
COUNT = COMWORD1[11:15]
CHKREG = STAT

EVENT (DISPATCH BLOCKEND STPSIG COMPRT10)
ENDIF ;

WHEN COMPRT10 WAIT 4 DO
IFNOT K = HEX OA THEN

EVENT ABORT
ENDIF;

°" The followlng functlonal block
ls actlvated when the RT has to transmlt a
°" status word, followed by the requlred number of data words.

WHEN DISPATCH WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX B2 -
STRTSIGFF = 1
IF SDO = 1 THEN

TEMP = HEX 0010
SDO = 0

ELSE TEMP = HEX 0090 °
ENDIF
AFF = BIN 11
WFLG = 1 ·
EVENT DISPATCH1 ;

WHEN DISPATCH1 WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO I
ID = HEX B3
IF WFLG = 1 & FLG1 = 0 THEN °
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EVENT DISPATCH2
ELSE IF WFLG = 1 THEN

_ FLG1 = 0
ENDIF
WFLG = 0
NCSFF = 0

· EVENT DISPATCH3
ENDIF ;

WHEN DISPATCH2 WAIT 1 RESET FAULT DO_ IF FLG1 = 1 THEN
NCSFF = 0
FLG1 = 0
WFLG = 0
EVENT DISPATCH3

ELSE EVENT TIMEWASTERT
ENDIF ;

WHEN TIMEWASTERT WAIT 10 RESET FAULT DO
EVENT TIMEWASTERT1 ;

WHEN TIMEWASTERT1 WAIT 10 RESET FAULT DO
- EVENT DISPATCH2 ;

WHEN DISPATCH3 WAIT 5 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX B4
IF IND = 1 THEN

IF INH = 0 THEN
INH = 1

~ ELSE INH1 = 1
ENDIF
IND = 0

ENDIF
NWRFF = 0
EVENT DISPATCH4 ;

WHEN DISPATCH4 WAIT 350 RESET FAULT DO
ID = I-IEX B5' NWRFF = 1
EVENT DISPATCH5 ;

WHEN DISPATCH5 WAIT 50 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX B6
NCSFF = 1
IF DTA = 0 THEN

AFF = BIN 00
IND = 1
TEMP = CHKREG
DTA = 1
EVENT DISPATCH1
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ELSE EVENT CHKCOUNT
EVENT (BLOCKEND STPSIG COMPRT11)

. ENDIF ;

WHEN COMPRT11 WAIT 4 DO
IFNOT K = I·IEX 57 THEN

EVENT ABORT
ENDIF;

°' In the next event block, the COUNT reglster whlch contalns the number
"° of data words remalnlng to be transmltted, ls decremented.

WHEN CHKCOUNT WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX B7
IF COUNT = 0 & OM I= 1 THEN

CHKCOMM2 = 1
ELSE COUNT = COUNT · 1

INADD = INADD + 1
CHKREG = RAMA[ADDRESS + INADD]
OM = 0
DTA = 0
SDO = 1
EVENT DISPATCH

ENDIF ;

· °" The followlng sectlon of code deflnes the RT's lmplementatlon of a
" mode command. The word ls decoded to figure out the type of command
" deslred and the appropriate event blocks are actlvated. In some cases
" signal ENG ls ralsed, lndlcatlng that a data word has also to be tran

· °° smltted by the RT, whilst EXP lndlcates that the BC should transmlt a
" data word along wlth the command word to the RT.

WHEN MODECOMM WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX BA‘
CASE COMWORD1[11:15], ‘

00000 - EVENT DBCONTROLRT,
00001 · EVENT TYPE1 DISPLAY ' ' ENG = 1 ,
00010 · EVENT TRSTWDRT,

A 00011 · EVENT TYPE1 ENG = 1,
00110 · EVENT TYPE1 ENG = 1,
00111 - EVENT TYPE1 ENG = 1,
01000 · EVENT TYPE1 ENG = 1,
10000 - EVENT TYPE1,
10001 · EVENT SYNCDATRT EXP = 1,
10010 · EVENT TYPE1,

- 10011 · EVENT TYPE1,
ENDCASE

' _ EVENT (BLOCKEND STPSIG COMPRT24);
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WHEN COMPRT24 WAIT 4 DO
. IFNOT K = HEX101 THEN

EVENT ABORT
ENDIF;

WHEN TYPE1 WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX BB
CHKREG = STAT
EVENT TRANSFER ;

WHEN TRSTWDRT WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX BC
ENG = 1
CHKREG = LASTSTAT ·
EVENT TRANSFER ;

WI·IEN SYNCDATRT1 WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX BD
SYNCREG = TEMP ·

- ENG = 1
CHKREG = STAT
EVENT TRANSFER
EVENT (BLOCKEND STPSIG) ;

WHEN TRANSFER WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX C0
STRTSIGFF = 1
IF SDO = 1 THEN

~ TEMP = HEX 0010
SDO = 0

ELSE TEMP = HEX 0090
ENDIF
AFF = BIN 11
WFLG = 1
EVENT TRANSFER1 ;

WHEN TRANSFER1 WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX C1‘IF

WFLG = 1 & FLG1 = 0 THEN
EVENT TRANSFER2

ELSE IF WFLG = 1 THEN
FLG1 = 0

ENDIF
WFLG = 0
NCSFF = 0
EVENT TRANSFER3

· ENDIF;
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WHEN TRANSFER2 WAIT 1 RESET FAULT DO
IF FLG1 = 1 THEN

„ NCSFF = 0
FLG1 = 0
WFLG = 0
EVENT TRANSFER3

ELSE EVENT TIMESQUANDER
ENDIF ;

WHEN TIMESQUANDER WAIT 10 RESET FAULT DO
EVENT TIMESQUANDER1 ;

WHEN TIMESQUANDER1 WAIT 10 RESET FAULT DO
EVENT TRANSFER2;

WHEN TRANSFER3 WAIT 5 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX C2 .
IF IND = 1 THEN

IF INH = 0 THEN
INH = 1— ELSE INH1 = 1

ENDIF
IND = 0

ENDIF
NWRFF = 0
EVENT TRANSFER4 ;

WHEN TRANSFER4 WAIT 350 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX C3— NWRFF = 1
EVENT TRANSFER5 ;

WHEN TRANSFER5 WAIT 50 RESET FAULT DO .
ID = HEX C4
NCSFF = 1
IF DTA = 0 THEN

I IND = 1
AFF = BIN 00
TEMP = CHKREG
DTA = 1 ·
EVENT TRANSFER1

ELSE EVENT (BLOCKEND STPSIG COMPRT25)
IF ENG = 1 THEN

CHKCOMM2 = 1 .
ELSE EVENT DECWORD

ENDIF ENDIF ;

WHEN COMPRT25 WAIT 4 DO
IFNOT K = HEX D7 THEN I

EVENT ABORT

‘
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ENDIF ;

*" In the followlng event block,
the contents of certaln reglsters are Ioaded
" Into CHKREG to be transmitted.
Thls Is true only for the 'Transmlt BIT word'
°° 'Transmit vector word' and 'Transmlt last command'.
The reglsters chosen
'° depend upon the type of mode command belng executed.

WHEN DECWORD WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX C5
DTA=0ENG=1SDO=1
IF COMWORD1[11:15] = BIN 10010 THEN

CHKREG = LASTCMD
IF COMWORD1[11:15] = BIN 10011 THEN ·

CI-IKREG = BIT
IF COMWORD1[11:15] = BIN 10000 THEN

CHKREG = RAMA[INADD + ADDRESS]
ENDIF ENDIF ENDIF
EVENT TRANSFER ;

°' The followlng event block ls actlvated lf the mode command requests a
'° dynamic bus control. The RT checks Its DBFLAG and If set, accepts
°° bus control and accordlngly sets the bus control bit in
Its status word.

WHEN DBCONTROLRT WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
ID = I·IEX C6
DISPLAY 'MODE COMMAND - BUS CONTROLLER
TRANSFER RECEIVED'

IF DBFLAG = 1 THEN
DISPLAY 'BIU 3 WILLING TO ACCEPT BUS CONTROL"

STAT[14] = 1
ELSE DISPLAY 'BIU 3 DECLINES BUS CONTROL '

STAT[14] = 0
ENDIF
EVENT DBTRANS1;

WHEN DBTRANS1 WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX C7‘
ENG = 1
CI-IKREG = STAT
EVENT TRANSFER ;

" The following functlonal block Is
actlvated when the RT has transmitted the
" last word of the transaction. The
RT checks the ERR flag, dlsplays the ·
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'° approprlate message and slgnals the
end of the transaction by setting the
'* ENDCOMMFF flag.

WHEN CHKCOMM2 (0 TO 1) THEN INTRB (0 TO 1)
WAIT 5 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX AE
STRTSIGFF = 1
IF ERR = 0 & DBFLAG = 1 THEN

~ BCFF = 1 RTFF = 0
ENDIF
EVENT ENDTRANS ;

WHEN ENDTRANS WAIT 3 RESET FAULT DO
- ID = I-IEX AF _

IF ERR = 1 THEN
DISPLAY 'TRANSACTION UNSUCCESSSFUL '‘
DISPLAY (TIME)

ELSE DISPLAY
'TRANSACTION SUCCESSFUU
DISPLAY (TIME)

ENDIF
ENDCOMMFF = 1

STARTFF = 0 EVENT (BLOCKEND STPSIG COMPRT5) ;

WHEN COMPRT5 WAIT 4 DO
IFNOT K = HEX 9A THEN

EVENT ABORT
ENDIF; ·

°" The followlng event block Is actlvated
when a RT recelves a word either from
" the BC or another RT, that Is the Iast
word to be received by the RT In the
°' current transaction. The RT checks the
ERR flag and exlts the communlcatlon
" mode by settlng the ENDCOMMFF flag.

WHEN CHKCOMM3 (0 TO 1) WAIT 5 RESET FAULT DO
ID = HEX B0
SIGCLRFF = 0 .

_ IF ERR = 1 THEN
DISPLAY 'TRANSACTION UNSUCCESSFUU
DISPLAY (TIME)

ELSE DISPLAY 'TRANSACTION SUCCESSFUL"
V DISPLAY (TIME)

ENDIF
ENDCOMMFF = 1
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STARTFF = 0.
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